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Introduction

This book provides a scientific and personal perspective on health services research over the last half-century. Its purpose is to suggest how that science base, constructed over decades of sustained effort, can stimulate innovative thinking about how to make health care systems safer, more efficient, more cost-effective, and more patient-centered even as they respond to the needs of diverse communities.

There are three models for producing health:

• The first is the classical medical model—i.e., physicians, hospitals, nursing homes, and all the other things that we associate with the health care system.
• The second is the public health model—e.g., ensuring food safety, preventing or controlling pandemics, helping communities prepare for and respond to disasters.
• The third is the social determinants of health model—i.e., understanding how education, wealth, and similar characteristics affect the health status of individuals and communities.

The science base examined in this book is relevant to all three models.

The initial essay by Robert Brook, “Exploiting the Knowledge Base of Health Services Research,” co-authored with Mary Vaiana, provides a perspective on the major achievements of health services research over five decades. For example, we now know how to measure health status and the appropriateness and quality of care. We understand the link between how much people pay for care and how much they use. We know that how physicians are paid for care influences the way they practice. We know that depression is one of the leading causes of morbidity in the world. We realize that the most powerful determinants of health are not the newest drugs or surgical techniques—they are social determinants, such as education and income.

In the essay, Brook and Vaiana argue that we can make almost any reasonable health policy work if the policy takes the relevant science into account. In the current blizzard of suggestions for how to reform, refine, and redefine health care, the core facts produced by health services research should serve as a sanity check. Political perspectives may, and do, shift, but any policy that is not consistent with facts based on rigorous science cannot succeed.
The second section of the book puts a human face on the evolution of some of the core facts. In a series of stories, Robert Brook describes his personal encounters with health services research and the medical establishment. Several of the stories depict the early environment from which initiatives to define and improve quality of care emerged. This is the world before quality of care was on the national radar—before the first national report card on quality of care and Crossing the Quality Chasm.

Brook also tries to convey the context—both human and bureaucratic—in which the RAND Health Insurance Experiment team “defended” its findings in the face of strong—and often high-level—opinions to the contrary.

The message here is simple: Progress in improving health depends on more than science. It depends critically on the commitment of individuals, who must be both persistent and courageous.

The third section of the book comprises a series of short commentaries on specific issues, originally published by Brook in JAMA: The Journal of the American Medical Association between March 2009 and March 2012. The commentaries echo themes from the first two sections. Some explore a range of hypotheticals that might address challenges in the current health care system. For example, drawing on our routine experience with automatically updating online carts, the commentary “Do Physicians Need a ‘Shopping’ Cart for Health Care Services?” asks whether giving physicians cost data automatically as a part of the electronic medical record would make them better purchasers for their patients. The commentary “Facts, Facts, Facts: What Is a Physician to Do?” provides international comparisons of such factors as life expectancy, heart mortality rate, consultations per physicians per year, and the number of MRIs per 1,000,000 of the population to suggest how U.S. physicians might use such information to calibrate the performance of the U.S. health care system, increase value, and improve health.

Many of the commentaries highlight the role that physicians could, or should, play as thought leaders. For example, in “Medical Leadership in an Increasingly Complex World,” Brook urges physicians to assume a role for which they are uniquely qualified: helping to define a balanced investment in addressing the social determinants of health, the requirements of public health, and increased clinical care.

A final commentary, reprinted with permission from the Journal of General Internal Medicine, makes explicit a conclusion we hope readers will have drawn from the rest of this book: Our future approach to developing health policies should feature big ideas and big interventions. The commentary provides examples of what such policies might encompass, hopefully pointing the way for the next generation of health service researchers.

It’s time to stop working at the margin in health services research. This core message is one that clinicians, health services researchers, students, and practitioners need to hear. We need approaches that are disruptive and daring. We should use our intellectual capital and our limited resources to take a real shot at eliminating the major
problems that face us, harnessing the enormous advances in medicine achieved in the last century to improve the health of individuals and communities.
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Exploiting the Knowledge Base of Health Services Research

The field of health services research is now 50 years old. As the United States begins to implement the Affordable Care Act, and while many groups around the world are proposing policies to bend the cost curve, it seems a propitious time to recognize some core facts that the field has established.\textsuperscript{3, 4} This essay is intended to illustrate how a knowledge base built on decades of careful, empirical inquiry can serve as a sanity check on proposed changes both at the policy level and in the actual delivery of care.

Any viable health policy needs to be compatible both with the core facts about health and health care and with the nation’s value system. We can use evidence-based truths to build a framework for changing the national conversation about health care. Ultimately, the defining questions are not whether high-deductible health plans have the intended effect, which prescription drugs should be covered in benefit plans, or why people should use health maintenance organizations. Rather, the central question is how we can change health care systems to achieve the best outcomes. How can we use high-deductible health plans where they will do the least harm, make only effective prescription drugs available, and provide care in highly organized, coordinated systems? Core facts produced by health services research should help us develop and make decisions about which policy option(s) have the greatest likelihood of achieving our national priorities, given stated constraints.

As we pursue the goals of increasing value and reducing cost growth, we need to recognize, and acknowledge, the differences between facts and values. How much the United States spends annually on health care is a fact that all of us should agree upon. How much we want to spend personally or ask our government to spend—and on what aspects of health care—involves judgments on which disagreement is likely. We should all agree about the quality of care being delivered. What level of quality is desirable is a value judgment.

Core Facts Derived from 50 Years of Health Services Research

Here are 12 core facts that health services research has produced over the last five decades:
1. **Health status can be measured.**

2. Free care does not make people healthier—but they will use more care when it is free, including care that’s useful and care that’s not.

3. Conversely, when people have to pay more out of pocket, they proportionally reduce the amount of care they use—including both necessary and unnecessary care.

4. How physicians are paid influences how they practice.

5. Quality of care can be measured.

6. Quality of care varies dramatically by where one lives, by socioeconomic status, and, in some cases, by hospital or doctor.

7. The appropriateness of care can be determined.

8. Geography is a powerful predictor of health service use.

9. Depression is one of the leading causes of morbidity in the world.

10. Physicians and patients need smart tools to support health decisionmaking.

11. Our health care system is wasteful—but one person’s waste is another person’s income.

12. The most powerful determinants of health are socioeconomic.

Below we describe the health services context in which these facts emerged and the science underpinning them.

**1. Health Status Can Be Measured**

The most important scientific development in the last 50 years in the field of health services research is arguably the ability to measure health status. Fifty years ago, health status was crudely measured by whether a person was alive or dead, and age-adjusted death rates were often used to compare health in different countries. Sick days away from work or days spent in bed were occasionally used as a marker of health status. In 1965, if one had wanted to examine how the new Medicare law in the United States affected health, the most likely measure used would have been the number of days by which life was lengthened or the reduction in the age-adjusted death rate.

But a quiet revolution has occurred in what is now considered the outcome of a modern health care system. No longer is it enough to reduce age-adjusted death rates. Rather, the question has become, “Will this invention, innovation, drug, or payment approach affect how far people can run, how happy they are, or even their future health in terms of preserving organ capacity?”

Since 1965, scientists in multiple disciplines have focused substantial time and resources on developing more comprehensive measures of health. They have succeeded. Today, many aspects of health can be defined and measured.5-6

Health is now known to comprise mental, physical, social, and physiological components. Measures that are reliable and valid have been developed in each of these areas. For instance, scales of mental health cover the range from severe depression to
Scales that measure physical functioning range from the inability to walk to the ability to run a mile. Measures of social health range from relative isolation to having multiple friends and organizational contacts. Finally, measures of physiological health assess the current function and reserve of virtually all of the organs in the body and can do so before any degradation in organ function produces overt signs, such as fatigue. For example, the amount of kidney function a person has and how much has been lost can be assessed before the loss of kidney function produces symptoms. The same assessment can be made of memory, lung function, or cardiac function.

Measures for all components of health have been tested in general populations and in specific subgroups—e.g., for people with such diseases as epilepsy or kidney failure.

The development of health status measures has changed the kinds of questions that can be answered reliably. For instance, in 1965, if a new drug was being developed, the question of whether the drug increased or decreased life expectancy could be addressed. However, it was difficult, if not impossible, to answer the question of whether a drug reduced the symptoms from depression, increased a patient's ability to walk or climb a flight of stairs, or slowed degradation of organ capacity. Using health status measures, we can now answer the question of whether discharge planning enables a patient to participate more fully in life in the months after leaving the hospital, or whether physical therapy or close monitoring of blood glucose makes a difference for an individual who receives these services.

Once health status measures were developed, generating innovations that would demonstrate improvement on those measures became a driving force, both for people who were trying to change the health care system and for those who wanted to produce new products (i.e., devices and drugs). For example, valid measures of physical functioning can be used to determine whether a hip replacement improves health. Hip replacements are designed to improve functioning, not to extend life—at least not directly.

Because we have valid health measures, we can assess which of two innovations is more cost-effective. We can divide the cost of an innovation into a measure of the health it produces and determine whether the innovation—be it vaccination or establishing a coronary care unit—produces more health, or less health, per dollar invested than does a comparable innovation. Without measures of health, such comparisons would not be possible.

Because we have measures of health, we can assign value to health as something more than an additional year of life. For example, we can measure the quality of a year of life for a person with mild dementia who resides in a nursing home and compare that to the quality of life of a person with the same condition who lives in the community.

The development of health measures has also raised a series of questions that society may be uncomfortable addressing. For instance, is it worth providing a treatment to someone whose health status will improve only half as much as when the treatment
is given to another person? In other words, how do quality of life and health status figure into the decision of who gets what care?9

On the other hand, being able to measure health status has opened enormous opportunities that have not yet been exploited by modern medicine. The most significant one is that it is now possible to routinely measure the health of a population or the health of a panel of patients who are enrolled in a medical group and to use that measure of health as a way to decide what services should be provided for a population of patients and to determine whether the health objective was achieved. Reliable, valid measures of health status could be the beginning point in any medical history, physical examination, or community assessment; and changes in them could be used as way of triggering diagnostic workups, clinical interventions, or community actions.

2. Free Care Increases Health Service Use but Does Not Improve Health
In the health policy field, there is no clearer example of the use of health status measures than in the RAND Health Insurance Experiment (HIE).10 Conducted in the 1960s and ’70s, the HIE was designed to understand the relationship between an individual’s health and how much the individual paid out of pocket for health care. Health measures were developed to illuminate this relationship.

Because the HIE enrolled people in communities that represented the American population, the health measures had to be applicable to a general population. A significant part of the HIE budget was spent developing those measures, which are now used around the world by governments, insurance companies, physicians, and the public to measure and improve care delivered in a variety of settings.

The HIE demonstrated that the amount patients pay out of pocket for care influences how much care they seek. In the experiment, people who had free care (no coinsurance, copayments, or deductibles) used about one-third more care than individuals who had some kind of copayment. In contrast, those who paid for a share of their care reduced their use of all types of services. Averaged across all levels of coinsurance, participants with cost-sharing made one to two fewer physician visits annually and had 20 percent fewer hospitalizations than those with free care. Declines were similar for other types of services as well, including dental visits, prescriptions, and mental health treatment.

The larger the copayment, the greater the reduction in use. And highly effective and less effective services were reduced in roughly equal proportions.11

However, more care did not equal better health. Those who had a significant copayment or substantial deductible before they received care had similar health after they had been enrolled in the experiment for five years.12, 13

These results were met with incredulity. Wouldn’t people be healthier if they went to the doctor more often, which those in the free care plan did? Wouldn’t doctors who had more contact with patients provide services that would improve the health of these patients? The answer was no.
After the HIE results were released, scientists who had worked on the study devoted considerable effort to defending the health measures used in the experiment. Fortunately, because the science on which the measures were based was so sound, it became relatively straightforward to demonstrate that the conclusions about the health effects of copayments were valid.

3. Patient Copayments Strongly Influence Health Care Use

We are beginning to understand a great deal more about how patient copayments affect health and health care use. The fact that patients responding to copayment requirements decrease use of effective and ineffective care at about the same rates can have health consequences. For example, when confronted with a small increase in copayment, Americans decreased the drugs they took to prevent or control heart disease, asthma, and stroke by about one-third, even though they were employed and on every reasonable parameter could afford to pay the slightly higher price for the drug.14

For individuals with chronic conditions, decreasing service use may decrease health. However, for the average American, increased copayments and reduced health care use might not decrease health. The reason is that the extra care used when care is free may actually produce more harm than good.15 For instance, when care is free, antibiotic use increases for conditions that are clearly viral in nature, which are not treatable with antibiotics, and patients can develop resistance to or side effects from these medications. The use of antidepressants and anti-anxiety drugs and other mood-altering drugs increases partly for people who have diseases that could be treated by these drugs, but it also increases among individuals who have mild conditions for which these drugs are not appropriate and can cause harm. Surgery, such as carotid endarterectomy on patients who do not need it, can increase the risk of dying or having a stroke.

All drugs have side effects. The likelihood that a child will have a rash produced by a drug is related to the type of insurance the child has, which in turn relates to how many medications she or he uses. One can predict that the more generous the insurance coverage, the greater the likelihood that the child will develop a rash representing a side effect of one of the drugs the child is being given.

4. How Physicians Are Paid Influences How They Practice

Given how patients calibrate health care use depending on their personal costs for care, it should not be surprising that the way physicians are paid influences their behavior. Indeed, there is no way to pay physicians that doesn’t influence what they do.16

There are three standard ways of paying physicians: fee for service, capitation, or salary. In fee for service, providers are reimbursed for each service rendered. As a result, they have financial incentives to provide more services, even if some of them are inappropriate or equivocal.17,18
If you pay doctors on a capitated basis—that is, pay a specified amount for each patient they are responsible for, regardless of the level of care needed—they will tend to increase the number of patients in their practice and compensate for the increased patient workload by decreasing the amount of time they spend with each patient. They also have no financial incentive to keep their practice open on evenings or weekends.

Doctors who are paid on a salary basis tend to provide fewer services, see fewer patients, and spend more time with each patient, unless someone else controls their appointment book. For example, a dermatologist practicing on a salary basis is less likely to biopsy skin lesions than a dermatologist practicing on a fee-for-service basis. A doctor practicing on a capitated basis will also do fewer biopsies than a fee-for-service dermatologist.

Over the last decade, both the public and private sectors have experimented with other payment approaches. All of them include incentives of various kinds that link how much physicians are paid to how well they perform on dimensions of cost or quality—or both—that can be measured. For example, in pay-for-performance arrangements, physicians may receive a bonus if they meet certain quality targets. Value-based purchasing gives financial incentives to providers who deliver “value” in health care, where value means both the outcomes of care and the costs of delivering it. Experiments with medical homes and accountable care organizations combine new payment and new delivery approaches.

None of these payment approaches—standard or new—are inherently evil or inherently cost-reducing. But the fact that payment method influences physician behavior needs to be recognized. Publication and distribution of quality measures that assess both underuse and overuse of services that are a consequence of the way we pay physicians can be put in place to foster a health system that produces value. Just as patients faced with paying for care out of pocket find it difficult to distinguish between care that is effective or ineffective, physicians sometimes find it difficult to reduce those services that are only marginally effective or ineffective versus those things that are really necessary and important for maintaining or improving health.

5. Quality of Care Can Be Measured
When Medicare was passed in 1965, only preliminary work had been done in the area of measuring quality of medical care. A conceptual framework for how to measure quality had been developed. It specified three measurement dimensions: structure, process, and outcome.

Structure referred to the innate characteristics of health care providers, the health system, or hospitals. For example, structural characteristics could include whether the doctor was male or female, the doctor’s age, whether the hospital was an academic medical center or a for-profit hospital, or whether the physician had graduated from a foreign or U.S. medical school.
A process measure related to what independent professionals did to and for patients. Was a blood culture ordered for a person who had just presented with pneumonia? Was the potassium monitored in a person who presented in a diabetic coma? Were hands washed thoroughly prior to surgery?

Outcomes were either the general health status measures discussed above, or they might be disease-specific, such as school days lost from symptoms of asthma or seizures that occurred in a patient with epilepsy.

Initially, it was hoped that structural measures would reflect the quality of care provided by a doctor, hospital, or health system. Wouldn’t it be easy if one could predict with close to 100-percent certainty that the quality of care provided by a physician who graduated from a prestigious medical school would be better than care provided by a doctor who graduated from a less prestigious school, or even a foreign school? Patients could know from whom and where to get care by looking up the structural characteristics of providers or facilities.

Unfortunately, research demonstrated that structural characteristics of medical schools or physicians predicted very little of the variation in quality of care as assessed by either care processes or patient outcomes. For example, graduates of foreign medical schools provided the same level of quality as the graduates of the top U.S. medical schools.22 Academic medical centers may have produced better quality of care, but it was only slightly better than that of smaller, less-endowed institutions.23 The fact that a hospital had a sterile operating room would not guarantee that a patient didn’t get an infection after the operation or would not die because the operation was not performed well.

Because structural characteristics did not predict quality of care, the attention of the quality of care field turned to evaluating the use of both process measures and outcome measures to assess quality.

Just as it was hoped that structural measures could provide a definite appraisal of quality of care, it was hoped that processes, when assessed correctly, would lead to desired outcomes and could be used as the basis for quality measurement. For example, if a patient had a heart attack for which hospitalization in a coronary care unit should be recommended, the relationship between the process of being hospitalized and the outcome of getting better should be correlated and meaningful.

There is a relationship between providing medical care that is scientifically justified and health outcomes, but the relationship is not foolproof.24, 25 Many people will get better without the treatments that science suggests should be provided. Even many patients who have a heart attack will get better if they receive no care at all. And some patients will actually be harmed if they receive the “right” treatment. Thus, there is a controversy over whether process or outcome assessments of quality are better or more valid.

However, it is true that, in general, process assessments pose a higher bar for quality of care than do outcome assessments. For example, a review of the scientific...
literature, integrated with expert opinion, generated a list of services and treatments that all pregnant women should receive, or at least should be offered. But virtually no pregnant woman in the United States has ever received, or been offered, everything on that list. So by this measure, the quality of care for virtually all pregnant women in the United States would be poor.

However, if one judged quality of care on the basis of health outcomes, such as death for either the infant or the mother, the quality of care assessment would be much higher: Bad outcomes of pregnancy are exceedingly rare—fewer than 6 in 1,000 infants die at birth.

Most people will have reasonably good outcomes even if the process of care is deficient. But physicians believe that having good outcomes should not be left to chance. They are committed to providing the best treatment even if it will only slightly improve an outcome. To bring that perspective into sharper focus, think about purchasing a car in which the seatbelts were not correctly installed, and so they function only 95 percent of the time. It would be hard to show that people were hurt because the seatbelt only functions 95 percent of the time. By luck alone one may never need to use a seatbelt, and if one needed to use it, then it would work 95 percent of the time.

Almost no one in the United States receives what would be considered perfect care, as defined by a reasonable set of scientifically justified process criteria that could be applied to the general population. On the other hand, there is agreement that good processes should be maintained to the extent that they promote good outcomes.

So why not just use outcomes to measure quality? This approach has been pursued. The cardiac surgeons working in a number of states have produced reports that link the likelihood of living or dying after a coronary artery bypass operation to specific doctors and hospitals. Models have been developed to risk-adjust outcomes depending on the condition of patients on whom the surgeon operates. For instance, a surgeon who operates on a patient whose heart has already stopped has a much higher likelihood of losing that patient than if the surgeon operates on a person who entered the operating room with mild disease.

However, whether a person lives or dies in the 30 days following an operation depends not only on surgical care or hospital care but also on luck and other factors, such as the patient’s discharge environment and behavior. For example, when the patient is discharged from the hospital, he might walk in front of a truck or die in an auto accident, or he might stumble and break a hip, and die from complications.

In sum: Quality of care can be measured, but there is no perfect measure of quality. Both process measures and outcome measures are problematic, and the controversy about which to use will certainly endure for the foreseeable future.

However, there is one dimension of quality of care about which there is little controversy: Quality varies.
6. Quality of Care Varies

The quality of care that patients receive varies substantially. However, everybody is in a very similar boat in terms of the basic level of variation. Specifically, the difference between the quality of care that the average American should receive and the level he or she in fact receives is much larger than the difference between the quality of care provided to any two Americans who differ on the basis of poverty, race, gender, or place of residence. In fact, the most comprehensive study of quality of care in the United States found that, on average, Americans receive recommended care only 55 percent of the time.29, 30

Many physicians and hospitals have reputations for providing good care, and there are certainly differences between and among hospitals and doctors. However, what is disquieting is that hospitals that excel at treating heart failure are not necessarily good at treating patients with heart attacks.31 Hospitals that are good at treating children may not be good at treating adults. Doctors that manage diabetics so that the diabetic’s blood glucose level is successfully controlled may not be successful in controlling the patient’s hypertension or cholesterol or making sure that feet and teeth are adequately checked. In essence, the concept of a good doctor or a good hospital that does everything well is basically a myth.

Because clinicians do not produce a consistently reliable product across all measures of quality, quality must be measured in a comprehensive way in order to motivate an institution or physician to provide high-quality care. It is not sufficient to study one disease, one aspect of the disease, or one process or outcome of care. A comprehensive approach is needed so that providers trying to improve their performance don’t miss important aspects of caregiving or game the system. In education, the game is called “teaching to the test.” For example, if the only criteria of quality to be used are whether a woman received a Pap smear at an appropriate time, a man with hypertension had his blood pressure measured at least once per year, and pain relief was given to a patient with illness, the response of most facilities will be to improve care as measured by those markers so that they look “better.” The system’s response is not to improve care overall but just to improve care so that it passes the test.

As a result, if just a few measures are used to assess quality, the quality of care delivered across all patients in all diseases will be distorted, emphasizing those things that are being measured. Fortunately, we have many well-tested comprehensive quality of care measures that can help prevent this distortion.32, 33 Such measures can be used to determine whether a policy intended to improve health is achieving its objective.

However, challenges remain to develop quality measures for other aspects of care. The most important deficiency might be measures of how well a doctor collects historical data about what is bothering the patient and the mechanisms the physician uses to turn that information into a diagnosis.
7. The Appropriateness of Care Can Be Determined
The RAND Health Insurance Experiment showed that more care did not result in better health. Understanding this counterintuitive finding required developing ways to measure how much a given treatment or service contributed to improved health. The challenge was to determine, based on a patient’s medical history, whether or not the care rendered to that patient was appropriate, equivocal, or inappropriate.

Simply put, appropriateness is an indication of the potential benefit of a specific treatment or service. Appropriate care is care in which the potential health benefit from a medical service exceeds its health risks as assessed by the physician and the patient. In equivocal care, the health risks of care are equal to the potential health benefit. In inappropriate care, the potential risks exceed the potential benefit.

Development of appropriateness measures depended on the development of a field called evidence-based medicine in the 1980s. Methods ranging from the use of expert judgment to quasi-experimental designs to randomized, controlled trials were developed to causally relate treatment to health outcomes. Based on this kind of evidence, it could be determined whether a particular treatment was appropriate, equivocal, or inappropriate for a patient with specific characteristics.

In addition, a new field called meta-analysis emerged in which scientific principles were identified to synthesize the results of multiple studies. For example, meta-analysis makes it possible to combine results from ten clinical trials on the same subject conducted in ten different countries by ten different investigators. Meta-analysis can strengthen the confidence one might have about the effect of a treatment or procedure or program, compared with results from a single study.

One prominent method developed to operationalize the appropriateness concept is the RAND-UCLA appropriateness method.\textsuperscript{34} It combines the best available scientific evidence with the collective judgment of experts to yield a statement regarding the appropriateness of performing a procedure at the level of specific patient symptoms, medical history, and test results. In this method, scenarios are produced that represent actual patients, and panels of experts judge the treatment the patients receive as appropriate, equivocal, or inappropriate. These judgments can, in turn, be applied to patients either prospectively or retrospectively to determine whether care that was being planned, or had been given, was appropriate. Since the RAND-UCLA appropriateness method was developed in the 1980s, it has been used in literally thousands of studies.\textsuperscript{35}

The collective results are astonishing: A substantial part (perhaps one-third) of care given to populations around the world is equivocal or inappropriate—indeed, independent of whether care was provided in a single-payer or a fee-for-service system, whether patients had high copayments or none, or whether physicians, hospitals, or patients were subject to whatever other health policies come to mind.\textsuperscript{36, 37, 38, 39}

As the field of evidence-based medicine evolved, it became clear that doctors do not necessarily use evidence-based medicine when they make decisions regarding the
treatment or workup of an individual patient. It also became clear factors other than appropriateness influence the health care services that one receives. Perhaps the most powerful of these is geography.

8. Geography Is a Strong Predictor of Health Service Use

Geographic variation is an accepted phenomenon in nature. People who live near the Arctic Circle do not see the sun in the winter; those who live in Los Angeles do. The climate at the top of Mount McKinley is different from the desert climate surrounding Palm Springs. Geographic variation in climate may even help to explain why one country becomes powerful and another does not.40

Few expected that modern medicine would also display large geographic differences in what was provided to a patient within the same political and regulatory boundaries. But, in fact, where one lives is a very powerful determinant of the kind and amount of medical care received. For example, very early work showed that losing one’s tonsils was strongly influenced by which hospital residents of Vermont lived near.41 The variation did not reflect the prevalence of tonsil disease.

Tonsils are not an isolated example. The likelihood of receiving coronary artery bypass surgery, carotid endarterectomy, or any other fancy diagnostic or therapeutic intervention varied two- to threefold, depending on whether a patient lived in Philadelphia or San Francisco.42, 43 The difference could not be explained by the prevalence of disease in that area.

Sometimes there is a plausible explanation for geographical differences in health care. For instance, one would expect skin biopsies to be more prevalent in areas with intense sun exposure. But why would people with the same risk factors for cardiovascular disease have rates of coronary artery bypass surgery that varied threefold depending on the large metropolitan area in the United States in which they resided?

In addition, studies consistently showed that people who lived in regions where a given procedure was performed frequently didn’t necessarily receive that procedure more inappropriately. In fact, the relationship between appropriate care and volume of care was weak at best and in some cases nonexistent.44, 45 Over- and underuse of a procedure existed simultaneously in the same geographic areas.

Here’s a stunning example: Many years ago, the rate of coronary artery bypass surgery in the United States, especially in the Southern California area, was sevenfold the rate in the UK, especially in the Manchester area. The U.S. and UK systems of care were very different. Indeed, one could argue that in the United States, coronary artery bypass surgery is essentially provided by a non-system: The surgeries are performed by many different surgeons and paid for by many different kinds of insurance.

In contrast, in the Manchester region, a handful of surgeons did all the coronary artery bypass surgeries. These surgeons were salaried and practiced at one hospital, where all the bypass surgeries took place. Care was centralized, and there was one payment system. If 30 to 40 percent of coronary artery bypass surgery done in Southern
California was inappropriate or equivocal, surely the proportion that would be equivocal or inappropriate should be close to zero in areas such as Manchester, which did one-seventh as many procedures.

A study that compared inappropriate use in these two areas produced astonishing results. Even though in Manchester some people were put on long waiting lists for anatomically defined heart disease that could kill them before they had surgery, the level of inappropriate care was the same as in Southern California. Geographic variation did not explain appropriateness: When the total amount of care increased, the amount of care that was inappropriate increased in almost the same proportion as the increase in appropriate care.

We live in the era of evidence-based medicine. But we cannot explain the huge differences in the use of procedures as a function of where one lives. Knowing where you live, we can make a reasonably good prediction of the types of treatments you will receive. However, your place of residence is not going to reveal whether the care you will receive is appropriate or not.

Just as disturbing as geographical variation is the fact that appropriateness, like other measures of quality of care, cannot be predicted by structural measures. For instance, board-certified physicians do not necessarily perform services within their specialty more appropriately than physicians who are not board-certified. High-volume surgeons, who we might seek out because their high volume suggests that they perform a procedure better than low-volume surgeons, may get to their high-volume status by performing surgery on more appropriate people because they have a favorable referral base, or they may get their high-volume status by operating on people who do not need the procedure at all. You cannot reliably predict whether an elderly surgeon compared with a young surgeon, or a female cardiologist versus a male cardiologist, will perform procedures more or less appropriately.

9. Depression, a Leading Cause of Morbidity, Is Poorly Detected and Poorly Treated

One chronic condition, depression, which is responsible for substantial reductions in health, is often overlooked. Because of the way the current health care system is designed, mental health conditions such as depression have classically been separated from the rest of health care in terms of insurance coverage. Care for a patient with diabetes, hypertension and high cholesterol, obesity, and rheumatoid arthritis may be relatively seamless in terms of the structure of the care process. But mental health care in the United States has been classically “carved out”—separated from care of other chronic conditions.

The reasons for carving out care for mental health conditions are not immediately obvious. Some people believe mental health conditions are associated with much greater stigma than medical conditions; hence stigmatized conditions should be kept separate, in terms of both payment and treatment. Some believe mental health conditions are carved out because treatment for those conditions is very different, and rela-
tively ineffective, compared with treatment for medical conditions. Others may believe that mental health conditions will be so expensive to treat that they need to be kept separate and managed differently from chronic medical conditions.

The validity of any of these hypotheses is questionable. However, it is not questionable that depression is one of the leading causes of morbidity in the United States and around the world. People with chronic conditions get depressed. People who are depressed do not perform well in their jobs, in their education, or in social interactions. Lack of employment and poor education decrease wealth and degrade health status.

Effective treatments for depression are well documented, and getting care improves long-term outcomes, especially for minorities, and produces major changes in wealth. But much major depression goes undiagnosed. If we are serious about having a health system that can improve health, we must be prepared to integrate detection and treatment of depression into care for physical conditions.

10. Physicians and Patients Need Tools to Support Decisionmaking

Both physicians and patients face considerable challenges as they make decisions about care. And the challenge is going to get substantially more difficult. Fifty years ago, the number of tests available to diagnose a problem was limited. There were limited ways to image a chest, determine a source of bleeding, or identify the cause of anemia. And the tests themselves were less complex. But given the explosion in medical tests and medicines, both physicians and patients need smart decision support tools to help them decide what should and should not be done in specific circumstances.

When the number of tests was limited, it was reasonable to expect that a physician might actually conduct and interpret some of the tests in the office laboratory, and surely the physician would know the names of all possible tests to address a given clinical issue. However, there has been an exponential explosion in the number of diagnostic tests. By 2020, there are likely to be another 10,000 diagnostic tests on the market. Our health care system already produces doctors who specialize not just in cancer or in lung cancer but in small cell lung cancer. In the future, we will perhaps produce doctors who specialize in one of 100 types of small cell lung cancer as defined by a battery of tests.

It is absurd to imagine that any human being could know and remember the names and characteristics of all existing tests and therapies (let alone the risks and benefits of each), decide which ones are effective, and determine the most cost-effective way of proceeding. Yet, assessments of knowledge and memory are still often used by medical schools, professional organizations, and state regulators to distinguish a good doctor from a less-good doctor.

Physicians no longer fill out lab slips, write the name of the test to be performed, or draw the blood for the test. Today, the doctor is likely to have a paper or electronic
ordering sheet that presents all possible tests, organized according to an organ system or problem. The physician can “check” all of them in a second, even if he or she does not understand the tests, and then ponder when the results come back whether any of the tests provided information that is meaningful to him or her or to the patient.

This is a suboptimal way of practicing medicine, to say the least, but without easy-to-use help on a real-time basis, physicians have no other alternative. The same kind of shotgun approach will characterize the treatment process as doctors begin to pick their way through the use of medications. We are quickly reaching a point where the principal characteristic of the health care system will be information overload. The result will be chaos.

Medicine is just now beginning to transition from paper records to electronic medical records. Adding decision aids and guides to these systems will help doctors purchase more effective and better value-based care on behalf of their patients—and will help to solve the memory problem.63

11. One Person’s Waste Is Another’s Income

Waste in medicine comes in many forms, but three major ones are administrative waste, waste associated with duplicating tests because the original results are not available, and waste associated with procedures that have equivocal or no health benefits.64

It is quite possible that by 2025, the amount of money spent in the back office of hospitals and physicians will fall dramatically as we develop a seamless system to authorize treatments, process payment, and match patients to their doctors and health plans. It is certainly conceivable that when patients visit a doctor, they will swipe a card and the doctor would be paid immediately after the visit. Patients would also immediately pay for whatever portion of the cost was their responsibility. This type of integration would eliminate many administrative positions in the health industry.

If electronic medical records reflected all the care that was provided to a patient in any setting and if test results were available regardless of when or where they were performed, the need to duplicate tests would drop significantly. In addition, having previous test results available might change a patient’s treatment. For example, if the patient’s previous electrocardiograms (EKGs) were accessible when he or she visited the emergency department, and the same abnormality seen in the emergency department was present on the EKG a year earlier, then what was done to and for the patient might be very different than if the physician did not have the result of previous EKGs. Thus, the availability of information in real time might improve decisions and generate enormous savings without negatively affecting the patient’s health.

Savings would result if tests and drugs that have equivocal value (when the potential health benefit does not exceed the potential health risk) could be eliminated. Another consideration is using expensive equipment or buildings more wisely—e.g., why is it that hospital and outpatient department equipment is used primarily from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (or, indeed, perhaps rarely used)? Using investments in operat-
ing rooms, scanners, MRI machines, and laboratory equipment more efficiently would save a great deal of money.

The enormous growth of the health system over the last 50 years has provided jobs for many Americans. It has proven difficult to outsource medical care to other countries. One might be able to outsource the reading of X-rays to another country, but it is more difficult to imagine how actual care can be outsourced.

That said, one might envision a nursing home benefit for Americans that was usable only in Mexico because the value of nursing home care in Mexico was far higher than that rendered in the United States. Perhaps elective surgery would be covered only if the operation was performed in Thailand, Singapore, or India, because even factoring in the cost of transporting patients to these countries, the value of doing the surgery in those countries was higher than doing it in the United States.

However, eliminating waste by implementing any one of the changes described above will eliminate jobs somewhere in the health care industry. There are many individuals whose business it is to bill for medical services, so making billing more efficient by automating key functions would eliminate many of those jobs. If tests were not repeated because results from previous ones were available, and if equipment were used more efficiently, then some of the individuals who make the machines, run the tests, and interpret the results would lose their jobs.

As has been the case in other industries, policies will need to be developed to help people who lose their jobs because the jobs have been eliminated. To ensure value in the health system and to prevent the health of those previously employed individuals from deteriorating, they will themselves need assistance to become productive employed citizens.

12. Social Factors Are Powerful Determinants of Health

In the last 50 years, we have learned that closing the health disparities gap between groups defined by income or ethnicity or neighborhood will require attention to the social determinants of health model.\(^65\) Medical care represents only about 20 percent of what accounts for population health, yet it gets a disproportionate amount of attention. But social determinants of health, such as wealth, education, and employment, have a more powerful effect on the future health status of the population.\(^66, 67, 68, 69\)

Eliminating health disparities entails addressing all of the issues that affect health. For instance, violence in a community leads to depression, post-traumatic stress, and low achievement in school. Providing health insurance to children in such communities might eliminate some of these symptoms and improve the children’s health status, but addressing the root cause of the disparities requires curtailing the amount of violence. Indeed, it might be the case that investing in community policing and better schools will do more to improve health than providing better health insurance benefits.

The distribution of health and use of health care resources in a population is highly skewed. A small percentage of people have severe chronic disease; have suffered
a cataclysmic acute event, such as massive trauma; or are born very prematurely. Over the course of a year, these individuals consume an extraordinarily large percentage of health care resources. For example, in any given year, less than 5 percent of the population may use 50 percent of all dollars spent on health care, while 50 percent of the population uses only 3 percent of the total health care dollars spent.70

Thus, the presence of severe chronic disease or severe acute disease contributes both to poor health status in the population and the expenditure of a great deal of money. If we want to reduce disparities in health status and control costs, we will need to find a way to treat patients more efficiently or even to prevent the occurrence of the acute or chronic conditions that move patients to the top 5 percent of the cost distribution. This might mean preventing a gunshot wound that paralyzes an individual, triggering an extraordinarily expensive lifetime of medical care costs, or controlling obesity to reduce the prevalence of diabetes, which produces a similar trajectory of high costs and reduced health status.

The fact that the health status and cost distributions are both skewed means that efforts to control costs, improve health status, and reduce disparities in health status should focus on reducing the number of individuals who have multiple chronic conditions, who suffer a cataclysmic acute event, or who are born prematurely. If these events cannot be prevented, the goal should shift to providing care in a more efficient and effective manner.

Science and Technology Will Increase Health Care Costs

In most industries in the United States, scientific advances have been associated with both higher quality and lower cost. Computers, cars, and a host of other products are now both less expensive and better quality. However, this is not often true for scientific advances in medicine.

A few years ago, RAND conducted a study to identify the most important health-related advances that might be produced by basic science in 2020 or 2030.71 The best scientists in key fields were assembled, and the literature in the basic sciences and clinical science areas was reviewed. Our hope was that this activity would identify disruptive changes produced by science and technology that would dramatically increase quality and dramatically lower costs.

An impressive list of potential advances was identified, ranging from a vaccine to prevent cancer to an anti-aging drug to devices to help a heart pump blood. Each of these major advances was examined to determine how it would affect use, cost, and health if it became generally available.

The analysis suggested that some of the advances would be good buys, costing less than $30,000 for each additional year of life they saved. Others were less-good buys, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars—in some cases, millions of dollars—to save
one year of life. Almost every one of these important advances, which the experts saw as likely in our future, increased rather than decreased the cost of medical care.

Based on this RAND study, the reasonable expectation for the foreseeable future should be that science and technology will make the cost problem in medical care more difficult to solve—not less. Given the increased pressure on cost from new technologies, the pressure to eliminate waste will increase rather than decrease in the coming decades. Unfortunately, the scientific advances identified in the RAND work, although new and significant, were not sufficient to produce disruptive change that would both save money and improve quality of care.

In other industries, improving value has resulted from disruptive change. For example, consider the disruption in the steel industry when the method for producing steel changed radically. In the center of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, is an abandoned steel plant, miles long and surrounded by barbed wire. It is a stark reminder of how changing technology affects both communities and individuals.

Examples of disruptive change in health care might be globalization of labor, making it possible for health care clinicians from other countries to offer care in the United States at a cost lower than care offered by U.S.-based clinicians, or providing benefits to American citizens under the Medicaid program for long-term nursing home care that were valid only in Mexico.

We need disruptive and daring approaches to fixing the U.S. health care system. Disruptive innovations are risky, but we face immense problems in health and health care. Our solutions to them need to be commensurately big.

In pursuing such changes, we need to think about their wide-ranging (and often unanticipated) effects. We can use the key findings from health services research to illustrate that process.

How Health Services Research Can Fix the Health Care System

How can major advances in health services science contribute to improving value in health care? Here are some examples.

**Integrate health status measurement into the health care system.** We know that health can be measured. So if producing health is the goal of a health system, then health must be measured. Otherwise, how can we assess what we are doing on either a clinical or policy level? There is broad consensus among policymakers and providers that health has physical, mental, social, and physiological components—some positive, some negative. But currently no country—no matter what its medical care policies—encourages its population to report health status on a routine basis. Health status is not used routinely by physicians in day-to-day practice. Put another way, the fact that we can measure health is not currently an integral part of any health system anywhere in the world.
Educate consumers to promote wise choices. An important finding from health services research is that giving people free care is more expensive than providing care that requires a copay: People consume more care, as expected. However, free care does not make people healthier. If we are to use this scientific discovery to improve the delivery of health care in the world, then we must educate both people who will receive free care and those who must cost-share about how to better use the health care system. If almost 18 percent of U.S. gross domestic product is being spent on health care today, increasing the value we get for health care dollars spent will require dramatically increasing people’s understanding—not only about health but also about how and when to use the health care system. For example, when is an emergency department visit necessary? When is a wait-and-see approach the best option? What should people do to ensure that they receive only appropriate care from their physician? How about incentives to promote healthy behavior?

Education alone might not work, and it will probably need to be coupled with incentives that are based on what we learn from the field of behavioral economics, but can we expect individuals to use health services wisely if they lack even basic knowledge about the issues covered in this essay? Can we expect clinicians and patients to have meaningful conversations about choice of therapy, quality, or value if the general population lacks such basic knowledge?

Improve quality measurement. Predicting whether a person will receive high-quality care is almost impossible. However, science has now made it possible to measure many dimensions of quality. Regardless of one’s beliefs about how to control cost, it is essential that a comprehensive real-time system be developed and implemented to measure quality of care in order to prevent cost constraints from reducing quality and harming patients and to incentivize and reward high-value care.

Health care providers, consumers, and policymakers should apply health services tools and methods to obtain answers to the following kinds of questions so that they can use the information to improve value.

Some hospitals have enhanced the amenities they offer, at great cost, to improve patient experience. Are these more luxurious, more expensive hospitals likely to have fewer preventable deaths? Is a particular managed care organization, health maintenance organization, or accountable care organization a good buy? If a patient has diabetes or hypertension, should she receive a monthly report on her smartphone that describes the quality of care that she is receiving? All of these things are possible to do now that we can measure quality of care.

No matter how one wants to change the health system to contain costs, information about health and quality must become far more prominent than it is today. This information should be used by patients and doctors on a real-time basis to improve care; it needs to be used to correct policies that have gone wrong.

Imagine that the first thing a physician or health care provider looked at was a screen or dashboard displaying the quality of care score or the health status for every
one of her patients, indicating how these had changed over the last year, month, or
day. Imagine a world in which artificial intelligence was harnessed to predict potential
unintended consequences of legislation, to monitor the legislation’s effects as it was
implemented, and to revise those aspects of the legislation responsible for the adverse
outcomes and continue to monitor effects. Revisions to the policy would not require
debating it again or passing a new piece of legislation. This approach would comprise
a kind of continuous improvement model for health policies, creating a learning bill
analogous to a learning organization.72

**Update information about appropriateness of care.** As a component of qual-
ity measurement, appropriateness of care must also be explicitly measured. Even “great
care” given to the wrong patients (or at the wrong time) can cause more harm than
good. Currently, we have no up-to-date information about the proportion of care that
is less than appropriate. To estimate the proportion, we are using findings from stud-
ies done decades ago. We cannot predict who will receive or provide appropriate care.
We do not know whether global budgeting or increasing patient copays increases or
decreases the appropriateness of care.

Suppose we wanted to purchase individual policies in a competitive health care
system that had two important characteristics. First, we could be confident that we
would be treated humanely and that we would receive needed health services from
a team that provided excellent care. Second, we would be willing for the policy to
cover only care that was appropriate. Care that was less than appropriate would not be
covered.

Fifty years ago, the science to design such a plan wasn’t available. Now it is. Should
somebody somewhere in the world offer such a plan? In truth, we do not know whether
such a plan or such a health service exists in the world because we do not explicitly
measure those three components: humanness, excellence, and appropriateness.

**Eliminate the effect of geography.** Any policy that addresses the value of health
care also needs to address geography. Geography is very important in determining the
amount and kind of care a person receives. The relationship between where one lives
and the amount of care received needs to be eliminated by any policy that is intended
to be viable over the long term. Living in Boston instead of Des Moines should not
predict (everything else being equal—e.g., age, weight) how many tests for diabetes
one receives.

Eliminating the effect of geography will require measuring the appropriateness of
care; unfortunately, the areas that produce more care do not necessarily produce either
a lower or higher portion of appropriate care. Information on quality, appropriateness,
and health needs to be made available on a geographic level so that location-specific
policies can be implemented.

**Integrate mental health care.** Mental health is a large component of health, so
behavioral health services should not be “carved out” and separated from controlling
blood pressure or treating acute infections. Perhaps policies should be evaluated by
the way they integrate care and information about mental health, such as depression and substance abuse, with traditional medical care—as opposed to providing care in separate delivery systems that communicate poorly with each other. It makes no sense not to consider mental health when trying to improve physical health, and vice versa.

**Understand the social determinants of health.** The measurement of health has given us additional understanding about the causes of less than perfect health. Socioeconomic forces are very powerful. The question is how do the systems and forces that influence health—for example, the medical system, the public health system, tax policies, and investments in public education—interact to improve health? Should policies try to remove the boundaries of such systems and integrate the approach to producing health, or should they be kept separate? Should a country develop a health policy based on fair allocation of money and on sound analyses across the many determinants of health, rather than just allocate more money to building hospitals?

At the very least, should policies try to reinforce the role of the medical system to help people achieve health when aspects of health depend on factors outside the traditional medical system? For instance, should all health professionals who see children require the child or the parent to hand them a report card at each visit, and should the message be reinforced by health professionals that the child’s future health status is highly dependent upon educational achievement? If it is true that people who live in places with grid cities and grid streets walk more and have less obesity than those who live in cul-de-sacs, then should doctors provide that kind of information to their patients so that they understand the role of the environment in affecting childhood obesity and choose residences that facilitate walking to visit friends? Should physicians help communicate to their patients that the widespread availability of food makes it difficult to maintain normal body weight and that communities should lobby to eliminate food from all stores whose purpose is to sell hardware, gas, or clothes?

Physical and behavioral health care should be integrated not just with each other, but with many other aspects of social and political life, including education and corrections. How do we merge the roles of medical care, public health, and social determinants of health into one model?

The interface of care is often the area in which quality slips dramatically. For instance, when a person is discharged from the hospital, the transition out of hospital care into follow-up care may result in a major reduction in both quality of care and health status. Certainly, the interface between people who are responsible for implementing public health, medical care, and social determinants of health is not well articulated. Policies to control costs that are directed at improving health should be judged by how directly they promote integration in these three areas.

**Foster disruptive change.** Achieving value and controlling costs will require disruption regarding how medical care is delivered and how we reward people for producing new devices and medications. For example, how can we rapidly conduct experiments to determine what level of capability is really needed to deliver dozens of services
in medicine? Does one need a doctor to remove a cataract, to fix a torn knee ligament, or to advise on patients how to lose weight? If the health care system is going to be reinvented and waste eliminated, then we need to determine quickly how to address such workforce issues.

Similarly, we will need to determine whether we can motivate industry to produce new devices and drugs that extend life for more than a few months and are cost-saving. Can we change patent laws and intellectual property rights to facilitate development of an industry that would produce a different set of products?

We can make almost any reasonable health policy work if we want. But that will require paying attention to the core facts emerging from 50 years of health services research. The magnitude of the change required is so great that it is not enough to address them in a sequential manner. It will not do to spend ten years learning how to use health status measurement in clinical care, another ten years to create a transparent comprehensive system of quality measurement, and yet another ten years to develop a health system that uses its labor and financial resources efficiently.

As I argue in the final commentary in this book, what is needed is comprehensive, disruptive change—not innovation at the margins. What ideas would society and physicians put on the table if they were allowed to be creative and set aside contravening regulatory constraints? What if:

1. All communities had a health plan that promoted an environment in which all people could thrive and provided a totally integrated set of social and health services to aid people in need.
2. Competency in understanding how health is produced was required of all graduates of junior and senior high school.
3. Educational and health policies were replaced with people policies that targeted the interaction between health and education as the way to improve a community’s health.
4. Many face-to-face physician visits were replaced by video encounters, encounters with computers and people in the community, or self-directed care—approaches that would be as effective as the traditional patient-clinician interaction but would lower costs.
5. Global licensure of health professionals became a reality.
6. Medical expertise was shared so that by means of broadband Internet all people had immediate access, when needed, to world experts—without boarding a plane.
7. Obituaries contained information on whether the death could have been prevented by better medical care and/or whether the death was a “good” death (i.e., whether it met expectations about growth, pain, and suffering). Researchers and patient advocates could aggregate and promulgate this information, and publishing it in this format would change the culture of medicine.
8. Academic health centers put patients first, and master clinician/teachers became the leaders of the institutions.

9. Expensive equipment was widely shared so that it can be used up before it became medically obsolete.

10. Men and women understood the impact of an unplanned pregnancy on their lives and, if desired, received help in ensuring that all pregnancies were planned.

We hope that the ideas in this paper will provide a kind of compass for tomorrow’s researchers. More important, perhaps this discussion could motivate youth—in the United States and elsewhere—to use crowdsourcing, prizes, games, and social media to fundamentally change the relationship between people and their health care system, thereby improving population and eliminating health disparities.
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I want to tell eight stories that provide a personal perspective on the field of health care quality. They describe how I first became involved in quality of care and, by way of example, track the evolution of the field from the early 1960s to the present. They also illustrate the volatile emotional environment surrounding any kind of change in the health care system—an environment that remains a powerful barrier to real system innovation.

**Story One: Why Fixing Simple Problems in Medicine Would Dramatically Increase Quality**

When I was a medical student, I needed a summer job to help pay for medical school. I also wanted to spend the summer camping in national parks in the West. That meant finding a job with two important characteristics: I didn’t have to do the work in Baltimore, where I went to medical school, and I could do the work competently under lantern light in the middle of the night.

John Williamson gave me an opportunity in the field of quality of care assessment. He and Paul Sanazaro had recently completed a study in which they asked a random sample of physicians at academic medical centers to describe an incident that embodied either good or bad care. These descriptions, which had been transcribed on standard-size paper, represented over 10,000 descriptions of what these talented physicians deemed good and bad care. John tried to persuade medical students to code these descriptions for analysis, but most students evidenced no interest.

I thought these descriptions represented a great opportunity. I could put the 10,000 pieces of paper in the trunk of my car, check out every medical text I thought I would need to code the descriptions, and embark on a tour of the national parks in the western United States. John’s only requirement was that all the examples had to be coded by the time school began in September.

I disappeared for the summer and spent my time at night coding the descriptions. To my amazement, I did not need to refer to a single one of the medical textbooks I had brought with me. Even though I had virtually no clinical experience, I quickly dis-
covered that I didn’t need much clinical background to understand what the leading professors in academic medical centers thought was good or bad care.

The descriptions went something like this:

- “I decided to go down to the X-ray department and look at the X-ray with the radiologist, and, to my amazement, I discovered that there was a significant lesion on the X-ray that wasn’t included in the report.”
- “I was actually awake in the middle of the night and saw a low potassium reading on a patient. I prevented the patient from dying by giving him potassium.”
- “I saw a patient who had not been called regarding an abnormal X-ray. By the time the patient came back to see the physician, the tumor was no longer resectable.”

These brilliant physicians were describing the simplest types of medical errors. If some of the errors were rectified in follow-up or by looking at a test in a timely manner, then they were considered an example of good quality of care. If the errors were not remedied, then they were considered an example of poor quality of care. The problem for me as a young medical student was that not a single lecture or class I had been exposed to had anything to do with what I had just spent my summer learning. Quality of care in medical school was all about the brilliant diagnostician, the insightful diagnosis, the innovative use of some drug, or something at the far borders of surgical innovation. That is the kind of quality of care celebrated in the clinical years. No one taught us that if we just fixed the simple problems in medicine, quality of care might actually increase dramatically and the health outcomes of our patients might be significantly better.

Fast-forward almost 50 years. We are still talking about how to fix simple problems: how to get physicians to wash their hands; how to make sure we use a standardized protocol and insert a central venous line so that it does not become infected; how to handle a catheter that goes into the bladder so that it does not produce an infection; how to make sure that we see abnormal laboratory tests and act on them in a timely manner.

After half a century, medicine has still not figured out how to solve simple problems that were identified over 50 years ago by leading educators in the United States.

**Story Two: Whom Does the Institutional Review Board Protect?**

Internship and residency anywhere in the United States, and of course at Johns Hopkins, was very demanding. The patients we had were our patients, and we were expected to provide 24/7 care for them. I remember having a conversation with one of my fellow
interns, who was feeling guilty that he was going to take six hours off on his wedding
day. He had a patient who was unstable, and he wanted me to cover for him.

The purpose of this story is not to suggest that the workload expectations for
interns and residents were inappropriate or that they were not conducive to learning
more about patient care. Rather, I want to raise a different and even more difficult
issue—that is, did anything we do make a difference?

After one very difficult month in the emergency department in which we all
had worked extremely hard, I was awakened one evening by a voice that asked, “Did
I really do any good in my last emergency shift?” In those days, when people came to
the emergency department with a complex problem that didn’t require immediate hos-
pitalization, we would do a two- or three-hour workup and conduct extensive tests to
determine what we did right and what we did wrong. My hope was that
I could demonstrate that the hard work we did was extremely worthwhile and that
patients’ lives and their health trajectories had been changed for the better by the work
we had done.

To my amazement, I found the opposite. When I tracked down these patients,
in the process acquiring tracking skills that I think would have done the CIA or FBI
proud, I found that many of the patients had been lost to follow-up. Many had never
returned for a follow-up visit. Even more important, we had made it almost impos-
sible for patients to get follow-up after they left the emergency department. They had
to schedule their own visit, which often meant being on hold on the telephone for an
interminable amount of time. If they missed their appointment for any reason—the
weather in Baltimore was bad and the streets were not passable, or they could not leave
a sick child at home alone, etc.—they had to go back to the emergency department
and begin the whole process again—maybe even receiving a new, mostly unnecessary,
workup for the same problem. There was no way they could simply talk to somebody
and get back into the system.

Based on this simple study, I suggested to the CEO of Johns Hopkins that they
might want to hire someone for the emergency department who could help arrange
appointments before the patient left the emergency department or provide at least a
minimum amount of care coordination. Almost a quarter of a century later, I received
a note from a new CEO that basically said, “Oh, by the way, we finally adopted your
idea and hired the kind of person you described to help coordinate care.”

It took a quarter of a century to implement a very simple change that would help
physicians follow up with patients and provide quality care to them.

Of course, nobody knows whether that change was implemented efficiently and
effectively, and the study I did 50 years ago has not been repeated. But if it were, I
wouldn’t be surprised if most patients seen in the emergency department were still lost to follow-up in a relatively short period of time; thus, quality of care provided in the emergency department becomes irrelevant over time because of lack of follow-up—i.e., the good done in the emergency department is attenuated by a lack of follow-up care.

For me, the results of the patient follow-up effort 50 years ago have raised a number of ethical questions. For example: If your emergency department delivers fine clinical care, but you do not provide follow-up after the patient leaves the emergency department, is the emergency department really good? In addition, if you have a really good emergency department and admit patients to a hospital that is not good, can you call the care in the emergency department good even if the hospitalized patient will have a poor outcome?

In the 1960s, I decided to publish the study results, identifying the hospital in which the study was done. After the editor of the *New England Journal of Medicine* accepted the publication, which required my enduring his many assertions that I could not write in the English language, he wrote a letter to the dean of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine informing the dean that he would publish the study only if the dean signed a letter holding the journal harmless from any liability resulting from publishing the study.

At that time, David Rogers was dean of the medical school. He looked at the letter, signed it, and sent it back. The article was published. I wonder if today’s deans would do the same.

Wanting to counter this image, the hospital administrator invited reporters to see the emergency department. It was brand new and was the best emergency department in the city at the time. However, no one had told the physicians who were on duty that reporters were coming by. As the hospital administrator and the reporters swung open the double doors to the emergency department, the first thing they saw was a woman running around totally nude, followed by a physician who had not shaved for four days because he was on duty during the holidays. He had a stethoscope at the ready because he was trying to make sure there was nothing wrong with the patient physically before he was willing to sign papers to commit the patient to a mental institution. Needless to say, the hospital administration did not have warm, fuzzy feelings about me.

There are multiple lessons to be learned from this experience. First, following up with patients is critical. Every intern, resident, and physician needs to know what happens to their patients if they are going to improve their performance or learn what therapies work or don’t work. But, to this day, providing such information does not occur. In fact, knowing what happens to their patients may be the number one priority for today’s interns and residents.

Second, transparency is important, but given the kind of experiences described above, it’s an uphill battle to increase it quickly. Physicians still don’t have a comfortable relationship with the press or the transparent reporting of results from their institutions. It would have made such a difference if the follow-up study had been pub-
lished in a world where transparency was an already established fact—a world where all deaths were assessed as to whether they were preventable or not, and, after patient privacy was protected, the public would know for each institution the proportion of deaths that were preventable or not preventable, and the reporting of such data would be done in a compassionate and caring but still informative way. That kind of transparency has yet to be achieved, except in a few cases.

In retrospect, the biggest hurdle in doing these kinds of follow-up studies turned out to be getting institutional review board (IRB) approval. As a naïve resident, I thought the purpose of an IRB was to protect the patient. What I discovered was that the role of the IRB was to protect the reputation of institutions as well, and a physician/researcher following up with patients to see what had happened to them was considered scary and dangerous to the institution’s reputation, even though it might benefit the patients by reconnecting them to care.

Story Three: Introducing Quality Measurement to the Wild West

When I completed my residency, I was lucky enough to take a job in the Public Health Service, in the organization that would eventually become the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality but was then called the National Center for Health Services Research. The center had an ambitious, forward-looking agenda. One part of that agenda was to establish area-wide medical care review organizations that would report quality of care on an area-wide basis. When the center began this work, I thought that states like Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York might become the first experimental medical care review organizations, and that the academic medical centers in these states, which were the best in the world, would become the first institutions to actively support such an activity. I was amazed when Mississippi, Georgia, and Albemarle County in Virginia were designated as places where the program would begin.

The physicians who undertook leadership roles were amazing, unassuming but dedicated individuals. Here are several examples of what they had to contend with.

In Albemarle County (the home of Thomas Jefferson), I went to a meeting at which the leaders of the local experimental medical review organization were explaining what they were about to the Albemarle medical society. Before the speaker could say more than five words, a physician in the back of the room got up, singing “The Star-Spangled Banner.” He put his hand over his heart, pledged allegiance to the flag of the United States, and called the speaker a communist, and all the physicians walked out of the meeting. I was stunned. However, to my amazement, the leader of this program said, “That’s what I deal with, and I will eventually succeed.”

My next experience was in Mississippi. This was the early 1970s, and I went down to the Delta region to talk to the physician who was attempting to establish an experimental medical review organization in the state. He was a family practitioner whose
first name was Mildred. I walked into his office and sat down. I was trying to understand why this particular physician would begin an experimental medical care review organization. When I asked that question, he said, “Bob, there were two physicians in my office yesterday who asked the same question—but they were not sitting down. They were standing where you are now sitting, and they were wearing gun belts with two six-shooters in each belt, and they said to me, ‘Mildred, what do you think you’re doing?’” I was waiting for Mildred to answer that question, but after a long pause, I asked, “What happened next?” Mildred turned to me calmly and said, “I asked them to read the certificate that hangs over the patient bed in my examining room.” In his office, there was a desk and an examining facility in one large room. When I entered the office, I had not seen the certificate over the patient bed, so I got up to read it. As I was walking over to the bed, I could not imagine what could be on that certificate that would have convinced those two physicians to go home, keep their guns in their holsters, and not provoke any more trouble. I was amazed to discover that the only certificate he had in his examining room stated that he was a three-time past president of the Mississippi Gun and Rifle Association. Apparently, that was enough for the physicians; they left.

The beginning of the quality of care field was tempered by these kinds of concerns. New Mexico also had an experimental medical care review organization. Part of what that organization did was examine claims from the Medicaid program to understand which doctors were prescribing what medications. They discovered that a few doctors were prescribing a large percentage of narcotic medications in the state, and it didn’t seem like they had patients who needed palliative care. The physician leaders knew they had to do something, but they were actually frightened about how to do it.

After a conversation with the leaders of the medical care review organization, I thought that the best strategy might be to find a public place to show the physicians that we knew about their activities. Since these physicians lived in rural New Mexico, we calculated that the best time for a meeting would be around five in the morning at a local diner where all the farmers or ranchers came before they went out to do their work. We thought that if the place was packed, there would be little opportunity for violence, and our lives would not be in jeopardy.

So one day we walked into the diner to meet with the doctors over breakfast. We carried in huge books of IBM printouts to show the physicians what their prescribing profiles looked like. The tactic worked. None of us were injured. There was no screaming, no violence. At the end of the day, the physicians knew that they would have to change their behavior.
Story Four: Passionate Responses to the Notion of Change

When I came to UCLA/RAND to work on the RAND Health Insurance Experiment (HIE), part of my job was to convince medical societies not to obstruct the experiment and to permit it to operate on their site. One of the study sites was in Dayton, Ohio, and we arranged a lunch meeting with the leaders of the medical society there. Things seemed to be going pretty well until one of the physicians rose and read an excerpt from Edward Kennedy’s proposal for universal health insurance in the United States. He then alleged that we were a stalking horse for Kennedy, accused us of being communists, and commanded us to leave. We left. Needless to say, we were somewhat shaken by this hostile reception.

But, to our amazement, even after this episode, virtually all the physicians in Dayton were willing to be part of the experiment—i.e., physicians received money from the insurance company we had established for the experiment with government funds and for providing care to the patients enrolled in the experiment.

After Dayton, we flew to Seattle, Washington, where we were trying to enroll Group Health Cooperative in the experiment as a managed care provider to whom we could randomly assign families living in Seattle who had previously received fee-for-service care. We had arranged a dinner meeting to discuss their participation in the experiment. As in Dayton, the meeting appeared to be going well. However, as we were about to leave, several physicians rose and denounced us as fascists. They accused us of conspiring with the U.S. government, which did not want to provide universal health care. Instead, they said that the U.S. government was going to fund an experiment that would permanently delay the likelihood that everyone would get health insurance by a decade or more.

In the space of less than 12 hours, we had been called both communists and fascists, by two different groups of physicians. Luckily, we were able to get out of town. I assure you that on the way back to Los Angeles, alcohol was very appealing.

What I learned from this experience is that getting people to cooperate and participate in work that requires change in health system design may be much harder than getting physicians and organizations to collaborate in testing one drug versus another or one medical device versus another. The notion of changing the health care system elicits enormously strong feelings, both pro and con. Those feelings have not changed in their nature or intensity.

The HIE could have been followed with a series of randomized trials that would have assessed how variations in care delivery affect quality and health. Unfortunately, the HIE stands out as a well-known and widely cited anomaly in the history of science rather than as an activity that led to additional experimental studies that in turn led to the production of sound empirical evidence about the health effects of major innovations in health system design.
Stories such as these illustrate the kinds of passionate responses that health system innovation of any kind provokes. In moving forward with implementation of health care reform, we would be wise to understand the nature of the forces at play.

**Story Five: Why Free Care Doesn’t Improve Health**

The Health Insurance Experiment allowed us to draw conclusions about how the size of an individual’s coinsurance or deductible affected health. As the leading physician on the study, I spent a great deal of my time in the next few years trying to communicate these results to a variety of audiences.

Simply put, the HIE used a randomized clinical trial design in six communities in the United States to determine how providing people free care instead of care that they had to pay something for when they received it affected their health status. When I had helped to design the experiment many years earlier, I expected that providing people free care would encourage them to seek out their physician when they needed care and that the care provided would increase the likelihood that individuals would get healthier faster. In other words, free care would produce more health care, but that in turn would improve health and result in fewer hospitalizations.

To my amazement, this did not occur. Allowing people to go to physicians without having to pay anything up front did significantly increase the amount of care they used. However, at the end of the experiment, the health status of people who had been enrolled in the free care plan was no better than the health of people enrolled in one of the cost-sharing plans. It was left to me to try to defend that result.

Fortunately, we had spent an enormous amount of money in the experiment measuring every dimension of health status that could conceivably be measured, and, therefore, our results were pretty airtight. Nonetheless, I was amazed at people’s unwillingness to believe the results. Of course, they believed the result that people would use more care when care was free, but they also believed that more care would improve health. In fact, we had demonstrated that getting more care may involve getting care that was not needed and thus actually do more harm than good.

Fast forward many years. We are still debating the value of care, such as screening for prostate disease or even breast cancer. We question whether such screenings identify people who will never get serious forms of those diseases but who suffer a great deal as a result of screening because they undergo unnecessary procedures and operations.

**Story Six: Age and Resistance to Change**

After the HIE demonstrated that free care did not improve health, we explored the hypothesis that this result reflected two types of care that an individual received from a
One type of care was clearly appropriate in that the health benefit of receiving the care was greater than the health risk of receiving it. The other type of care was either equivocal or inappropriate—that is, the health benefit and the health risk were about the same, or the health risk exceeded the health benefit.

We developed a way to measure appropriateness of care and applied it to assess care in places throughout the world. We found that perhaps one-third of the care provided was either clearly inappropriate or, at the very best, produced no net benefit over the risk that it posed.

These assessments were done in an era when medicine was beginning to change rapidly. In addition, the control of medicine was shifting from individual hospitals and individual physicians to large for-profit firms that were taking over the practice of medicine. We wondered aloud whether we could change the direction and control of this evolution and increase the likelihood that physicians would still control medicine. We thought that if the American Medical Association (AMA) came out with a statement that physicians should be responsible for the appropriateness of the care they provided and that physicians should be accountable for providing only appropriate care, then the organizational structure and management of health care might not shift toward the large for-profits.

Believing this to be the case, we presented the results of our appropriateness work to the board of governors of the AMA, and, to our amazement, virtually all of the members of the board agreed. It looked like they would take this proposition to the House of Delegates. However, one physician—the oldest physician on the board—stood up and said, “Nothing really will happen in five years, and, by that time, I will not be practicing medicine anymore. Therefore, I would like to table this motion indefinitely.” And that’s what the board decided to do, since the general operating principle was that taking something to the House of Delegates required agreement of the entire board.

This statement about age should be not taken to suggest that the older a physician is, the less willing he or she is to agree to change the practice of medicine. In one of the previous stories, I described the experimental medical care review organizations as a forerunner of organizations that were established to improve quality of care. Their implementation was largely determined by another past president of the AMA, who was also the oldest person in the room. His remark to his much younger colleagues when they were considering whether to change the way quality of care was being assessed went something like this: “I am by far the oldest person in the room, and I’m willing to try something new. Why are you so scared of change?” The change being debated was to assess quality of care on an area-wide basis, on a geographic basis, or in a state or a city, instead of just within a given institution. This shift in focus has made all the difference in the world in trying to move the quality improvement movement forward.
Story Seven: Resisting Funder Pushback When Findings Don’t Match Expectations

One of the studies I was lucky to be part of examined, at a clinical level, the impact of changing the way we pay for hospital care from cost-plus to a fixed price. Today, that’s known as paying for care by diagnostic related groups (DRGs). People believed that if you changed the way you paid for care, there would be big changes in patients’ length of stay in the hospital, and perhaps quality of care as well. Up to the time we did our study, there was no national clinical study of how changing payment methods affected quality and outcomes of care. We organized a sophisticated, national before-and-after study to assess the impact of this policy change. The study was paid for by the U.S. government using taxpayer dollars.

We found that, almost overnight, hospitals and physicians reacted to the change in payment policy by decreasing hospital length of stay by almost one day; we also found that, in general, quality of care in the hospital was the same or even slightly improved. However, people were discharged from the hospital sicker and quicker, potentially impacting their subsequent health. We also found that many of the patients discharged from the hospital did not have even rudimentary discharge plans. We told the government that we would publish these results.

They were concerned—perhaps overly so—that publishing the results might produce an uproar about the implementation of the DRG fixed-cost payment program that they had implemented nationwide under Medicare. We were literally warned by our government that if we published the results we would never receive government funding again. Of course, we published the results, and relationships with the government were cool. Even our wimpy suggestion that the analysis should be repeated to determine if the same outcomes were reproduced was never funded.

There is currently a lot of concern by journal editors regarding funding sources and how they may bias the presentation of results. Having received money from almost every funding source, I agree with that concern. However, the accepted wisdom is not true. For-profit funders, such as pharmaceutical companies, are not the only ones that pressure researchers when results come out in ways that funders don’t like. Whether money comes from foundations, the government, or for-profit firms, any time you report a result that goes contrary to the funder’s belief, you can expect a reasonable amount of pressure to retract or not publish the results. There are many stories that could be told to illustrate this sad truth. But the one I find hardest to accept is the one in which our government is responsible for such behavior.

Of course, none of these behaviors are universal, and there are many examples of courageous funders who are willing to see in print that their products or ideas did not produce positive change.
Story Eight: Transparency and Responsibility

The final story describes both an extraordinarily courageous high-ranking government official and another such official who was not. The first profile involves the issue of transparency of patient outcome results. Today there is an enormous amount of information about how well hospitals—and, in some cases, physicians—perform. Performance is measured using a variety of metrics. But that was not always the case.

Many years ago, a method was developed to predict differences, after controlling for the patient’s condition, in the ability of the hospital to keep a person alive who was being treated for a variety of conditions. It was possible to demonstrate that hospitals treating patients with heart attacks, pneumonia, stroke, or many other conditions had different death rates, even after adjusting for the types of patients they treated—e.g., how sick the patient was or how many other conditions the patient had. The question was what to do with such data and whether to trust the American people to interpret them appropriately.

I participated in a meeting in which there were only four people in the room. One was a high-ranking government official. The second was the president of the American Hospital Association (AHA). The third was the president of the AMA. The goal of the government official was to gently communicate to the presidents of the AHA and the AMA that he was going forward with a policy that reported, by hospital name, these differences in death rates. My job, as it turned out, was to be the methods expert.

Every time an objection was made by the head of the AMA or the AHA, the government official would turn to me and say, “Bob what do you think about that?” and I would try to produce the best scientific answer I could. More times than not, the science suggested that it was better to go forward with reporting such results than not reporting them.

The meeting was over in about an hour, and I literally became persona non grata to the AMA and the AHA almost overnight, but I am happy to say that the movement toward increased transparency began the next year. The government’s publication of these comprehensive results has led to enormous activity over the ensuing years to increase the transparency of health care.

On the other hand, at about the same time, I also participated in a meeting that did not go so well. Early on in the AIDS epidemic, RAND had done some clinically detailed work that examined the spread of HIV among people. We used that work to estimate the impact that HIV and AIDS would have in the United States and came up with numbers of deaths that were much, much higher than the conventional wisdom. At the same time, there was growing awareness that there might be public health measures that could help slow the HIV epidemic.

We had the opportunity to present our results to a group of very high-ranking health officials in Washington, D.C. It was the last meeting of the day, and people were tired. We walked into the room, and as we were sitting down we were asked a question
about the number of cases of AIDS that we thought would occur in the United States. The current wisdom was that the epidemic would peak, disappear, and affect very few people. We cited a very large number that actually turned out to be an underestimate of what happened in the United States. Before we could even sit down, the chairman of the meeting said, “Thank you very much, the meeting is over, it never occurred, and we are all dismissed.” It was a long time before the government was motivated to do something that would be effective in controlling the AIDS epidemic.

**Conclusion**

The goal of sharing these stories is not to blame people or to retroactively question people’s judgment and wisdom. Rather, it is to illustrate to those who are trying to produce new knowledge about the U.S. health care system that it is not all about left-brain research designs and choosing the proper statistical technique. The impact of one’s work will have a lot to do with how it’s sold and distributed to people. If we are going to increase the likelihood that the work will be used to make appropriate changes in people’s health, we will need to catch up with all of the advances in social media and communication that have occurred in the last five years. It is also important to use such media to tell these kinds of stories not 30 years after they occurred but as they are occurring. We need to figure out how to combine storytelling with hard science in a way that produces change for the good. That will be the challenge of the future.
The following commentaries, published between March 2009 and March 2012, echo some of the themes highlighted in the first two sections of this book. For example, some of them explore hypothetical policies that might address challenges in the current health care system. Others highlight what role physicians could play as thought leaders and argue why future health services research needs big ideas and big interventions.

The commentaries are reproduced here with the kind permission of *JAMA: The Journal of the American Medical Association* and the *Journal of General Internal Medicine*. 
Quality, Transparency, and the US Government
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Some solutions for producing a better health care system in the United States and abroad call for paying clinicians more for better performance. For this solution to work, valid and reliable measures of performance must be available. Although the quality-of-care field has matured and many such measures have been produced, a need for better methods and indicators by which performance can be assessed remains.

In 2001, the government of California, responding to calls to improve quality of care, decided to produce routinely available statewide reports on mortality following isolated coronary artery bypass surgery, by hospital and physician.1 The outcome-reporting program is housed in the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development. I was asked to chair the committee that oversees the production of these reports, the purpose of which is to increase public and professional knowledge about this procedure.

Committee members include health services researchers, cardiologists, and cardiac surgeons, all of whom serve without compensation except for travel reimbursement. All activities of the committee are documented in the public domain.2 All committee meetings are announced, as is the agenda,3 and anyone wishing to attend a meeting is welcome to do so. Every decision and every vote of the committee is taken in public. Issues such as “What is an isolated coronary artery bypass surgery?” which may involve technical details such as “How many staples in the lung disqualify the operation from being isolated?” or “When is a mesh a mesh?” or “What really is the first laboratory reading on creatinine in a patient’s medical record?” are all discussed and debated. So are the statistical methods to be used in adjusting the outcome for differences in-patient and disease characteristics, the outcomes to be selected, the method for auditing the data, and even the format for displaying the data in the final report. Nothing is discussed or decided in secret.

The committee has voiced frustrations including wanting to see the process made more efficient and more effective and wanting more timely produced results. Ongoing efforts to persuade the state to provide additional resources to improve the reports and to broaden the committee’s scope to other cardiac procedures or to other dimensions of quality such as the appropriateness of the use of coronary artery bypass surgery were mostly unsuccessful.
However, over time, the wisdom of the committee has become evident, and the patience of its members, myself excluded, is legendary. Any surgeon has the right to appeal the results of the report and appear before the committee. The grace, elegance, and preparation of the cardiologists and cardiothoracic surgeons on the committee are extraordinary. So even though the committee would like the report to be broader and better, it is the outcome of a public process with all of the benefits of transparency in a democratic society.

This experience with the outcome-reporting committee contrasts sharply with some policies pursued by the federal government. The federal government last year decided to develop better measures of quality of care and issued a request for proposals to which qualified institutions could respond. In the statement of work for the contract, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) identified specific quality improvement strategies, including collaboration with private- and public-sector partners, publication of quality measurements and information for both beneficiaries and health professionals, a payment system that rewarded quality, promotion of health information technology, and active partnerships to bring effective innovations to patients rapidly and to monitor the effectiveness of technologies for which CMS was already paying.

In a time of substantial budget stress, investing in measures of quality of care is brave. The decision signals that at least the largest insurance company in the world, namely Medicare, is not interested solely in cost. However, the contract for the work, issued by CMS, stipulated that the contractor could not publish study results without the approval of the US government.

During the recent presidential campaign, both candidates stressed the importance of increased transparency in health care. Both argued that increased information about quality and cost is essential to improving the US health care system. Almost all consumer groups want to know more about what works and what does not work and how quality varies by physician, hospital, or nursing home. Yet at least some of the research supported with public funds needed to produce this kind of information is to be performed under a process that allows the contracting agency to withhold results.

How should medicine respond to this situation? Even though the following recommendations may slow development of much needed quality measures, which in turn may slow progress in producing health care reform, they are important.

First, before physicians, or organizations comprising patients and physicians, agree to participate in a study about quality of care, they should ask whether the study directors are free to publish the results in a timely manner and whether the results will be submitted for peer review. If the answers to those questions is no, then physicians and organizations should refuse to participate in the study and should use the Internet and other means of mass communication to alert their professional networks about the situation.
Second, organizations such as the Joint Commission, the National Committee for Quality Assurance, and the National Quality Forum that either approve quality measures or use them for accreditation purposes should decline to use measures developed under a process that did not allow, at the time the work was conceptualized, for the work to be peer reviewed and published.

As health care reform is instituted in this political window, it will be difficult enough to convince the world that quality should be an equal partner with cost. It will be impossible if development of quality-related tools is clouded by lack of transparency. If the government is demanding transparency of physicians and hospitals, the very least the physicians and hospitals should do is demand transparency of the government.

A transparent process may still produce bad decisions, or result in publication of tools and the implementation of policies that in the long run produce more harm than good. But at least they will be developed using processes that reflect the value of a democratic society.
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Another health policy window has opened; through it will stream proposals to reform the US health care system. President Obama has demanded that reform proposals improve both coverage and quality of care and make health care more affordable for all Americans. Extending coverage without worrying about costs would be relatively easy. Improving quality of care without worrying about costs might also be achievable. But extending coverage and improving quality while also making coverage more affordable will be difficult.

The first step in pursuing the President’s goals is to review what science has revealed about the system. Two studies could provide the context for health care reform. The first, the RAND Health Insurance Experiment (HIE), was conducted more than 3 decades ago and would cost about 1 billion dollars to replicate today. The second, actually a combination of studies conducted mainly in the United States, is partially represented in the *Dartmouth Atlas*.

The RAND HIE was a population- and community based, controlled experiment in which families from 6 sites across the country were randomized to 1 of 5 health insurance plans. There were 4 fee-for-service plans with different levels of cost sharing. Some families were randomized to free care in a health maintenance organization; their experiences were comparable with those of individuals in the fee-for-service system. The HIE’s conclusions were straightforward: (1) increased cost sharing proportionally decreased health care use and (2) on average, individuals with free care used about one-third more care than those in cost sharing plans, but at the end of 5 years, they were no healthier on average than their cost-sharing counterparts.

The *Dartmouth Atlas* is the outcome of almost 3 decades of work examining use of health services in various geographic areas at a population level. The conclusions are straightforward: After controlling for demographic differences, health care use varies dramatically across both major geographic regions (as large as states) and smaller regions (such as hospital service areas), and at a population level, these large variations in health care do not translate into health differences. Individuals living in regions of the country that use twice as much health care as other regions are not healthier.

The findings of these population-based studies seem to support policies that reduce service use in most geographic areas and increase what patients pay for care.
Such policies would not affect population-based health outcomes. However, from the perspective of an individual patient, the story is quite different.

In the HIE, the reason more care did not improve health is that providing more care did not improve the quality of care individuals received. Furthermore, when patients had to pay for their own care, they reduced use of effective services in equal proportion to use of ineffective services. These findings have been substantiated in more recent work.

What does the individual patient perspective reveal about the Dartmouth Atlas findings? To answer this question, a series of studies in the 1990s examined the appropriateness of care in regions of the United States and the United Kingdom that had substantially different rates of overall use of health care services. The studies found that perhaps one-third of common medical and surgical procedures are either equivocal (benefit and risk to the patient are about equal) or inappropriate (the procedure will produce more harm than benefit to that patient). Although this finding is disturbing, the relationship of appropriateness assessed at the individual patient level to health care services use in a given area is far more disquieting.

For instance, the use of coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery in the 1980s in the Trent region of the United Kingdom was, on a population basis, one-seventh the use rate in southern California, where research had established that a substantial proportion of the procedures were performed for equivocal or inappropriate reasons. In the United Kingdom, where there was a National Health Service, regionalization, a small number of surgeons and cardiologists performing large volumes of procedures, and a use rate that was almost one seventh that of southern California, one might assume that all CABG surgeries would have been done for medically appropriate reasons. I attended cardiac case conferences in a major academic hospital in the Trent region and observed patients with severe left main coronary artery disease being placed on long waiting lists. However, a medical record review of patients who had undergone CABG surgery revealed that in about half the cases, the surgery was not appropriate. Because these findings were so disquieting, the chief of cardiology at one of the hospitals individually reviewed every patient record and substantiated the findings.

On a population level, financial or supply constraints can be applied to control use, but some individuals will be harmed and some will benefit. As use rates in a geographic area increase, appropriateness remains about the same—some individuals will be harmed and some will benefit.

Other studies have demonstrated the disconnect between variation in service use or policy changes on one hand and quality of care on the other. The only comprehensive national study of health care quality in the United States found that quality did not vary across geographic areas in which use of services varied dramatically. In the HIE, quality of care was no better or individuals enrolled in the free plan than for those in cost sharing plans. The effect of Medicare’s Prospective Payment System on quality of hospital care was generally a wash, even though the length of hospital stay...
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decreased. Care was somewhat better in the hospital, but some patients were discharged sicker and quicker, and those patients did not do well.

How can physicians change the health care system in ways that both are sensitive to the needs of individual patients and reflect population-level data? Some suggestions follow.

First, however health care is reformed, the resulting system must explicitly assess the appropriateness of any major medical or surgical procedure before it is performed in a specific patient.

Second, the assessment of appropriateness must be based on reliable information. For example, previous work has shown that 40% of patients who had CABG surgery in New York State for left main coronary artery disease did not have the disease when coronary angiograms were read correctly. Similarly, many appropriate surgery candidates were sent home without being offered CABG surgery because the angiograms were also inappropriately read.

Third, the problems identified by the HIE and the Dartmouth Atlas need to be addressed by eliminating unnecessary care and wasted resources. Informal discussions with various specialists about the proportion of care they provide that does not meet their own definition of “necessary” suggests an amount ranging upward from 20%. If this is true, one way the President can begin to achieve his goals—without supply constraints or increased patient cost sharing—is by eliminating unnecessary care.

Fourth, it appears that simple interventions involving common clinical encounters may translate into large savings. For instance, most physicians order certain tests once a month, see patients once a year, and draw blood in the morning hours. What if physicians added 15% to a monthly or yearly interval and extended the frequency with which procedures are performed by 1 month or 1 year? This might produce a 1-time expenditure reduction that would help relieve some of the immediate pressure on the issue of affordability of health care. Perhaps in exchange for such changes, physicians could insist that health premiums be temporarily frozen for the population as a whole.

Fifth, perhaps it is time to address the affordability question head-on and insist that research about health care delivery focus on eliminating unnecessary care and wasted resources. There has been a substantial push to stimulate studies of comparative effectiveness. What criteria will be used to determine how federal money should be spent? What about a study only being conducted with taxpayer dollars on a new drug, device, or approach if it will replace something that is more expensive, guaranteeing up-front that what will be studied is less expensive? The study would have to determine whether what can be done less expensively will improve health or, at least, not harm patients.

What if industry used its own resources to fund independent evaluations of new drugs or devices that will be more expensive, regardless of their potential health effect? Changing the rules by which publicly funded comparative effectiveness studies are conducted might motivate the health care industry to refocus research and develop-
ment on identifying drugs, devices, and tests that are better and less expensive rather than better and substantially more expensive.

Health care professionals need to help the President achieve the goals he has articulated. The goals cannot be achieved by controlling supply or increasing patient cost sharing. Such methods are too blunt when applied at an individual level: they will benefit some but harm others. It is time for physicians to commit as a profession to helping the President and Congress achieve the vision of a new health care system by improving the way medicine is practiced.
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With substantial support across the political spectrum, the Obama administration has included in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act more than $1 billion to support comparative effectiveness research. At the same time, the president has demanded reforms in the US health care system to make health care more affordable for all US citizens. This Commentary focuses on the interaction of these 2 initiatives: what will be the cost effect of spending $1 billion on comparative effectiveness research?

First, it is important to understand what comparative effectiveness research will include. Discussions to date suggest that most of the funds will be spent comparing one clinical procedure, device, or drug with another. The funds are less likely to be spent testing the comparative effectiveness of one way of paying for care vs another, of organizing care using a chronic disease model vs another organizational principle, or of implementing aggressive disease management programs.

Countless studies could be conducted to assess the comparative effectiveness of clinical procedures, devices, or drugs. Consider, for instance, a company that manufactures an improved surgical needle. Comparing that needle to the needle currently used could be included in comparative effectiveness research. A nearly infinite number of studies could be conducted to determine how often a person with back pain should receive chiropractic treatment, how often a patient with hypertension should receive follow-up care, how often a patient should obtain a dental checkup, or what form of radiation and chemotherapy will achieve the best outcome for a patient with cancer.

Since the government is using taxpayer dollars to fund the comparative effectiveness initiative, it would be appropriate to have an organizing principle to guide the selection of which aspects of medical care to examine. Without some overarching principle, the program is likely to become a free-for-all or a full employment program for health services researchers and epidemiologists. Researchers would submit proposals to study drug A vs B, or procedure A vs drug B. A study section would assess the proposals and decide which ones to fund, using the standard framework: the comparison should be important, the design should answer the question, and the study should be feasible to conduct.

But such an approach pays no attention to achieving the president’s objective of making care more affordable or to insisting that the results of the comparative effec-
tiveness studies be implemented quickly. So it is conceivable that most of the $1 billion could be allocated, for example, to testing a treatment that is more expensive than standard therapy to determine if the new treatment produces slightly better health. There is nothing wrong with such studies; the question is whether the scarce resources allocated in the stimulus package should be used in this way. It is clearly in the interest of companies that develop new treatments (eg, devices, drugs) to compare them with current or standard therapy. Why should taxpayer dollars subsidize that comparison and facilitate rapid entrance into the market of treatments that are slightly better but substantially more costly?

The comparative effectiveness funds should be allocated according to a framework designed to identify procedures, devices, and drugs that would reduce cost but not diminish health. This would help achieve the goal of making health care more affordable. Such a framework would have 2 new required features. First, a grant or contract to spend public money must include an initial analysis to establish a business case that implementing whatever is being proposed would reduce the cost of care by a certain percentage.

Second, it would not be enough to establish that implementing the new drug, device, or other therapy will save money. The history of science shows that it takes a long time for new knowledge to be incorporated into day-to-day practice. So a second requirement for work funded under the stimulus package should be that successful innovations are implemented immediately. Thus, a successful application under the comparative effectiveness initiative must include constituents, such as health care organizations, hospitals, physicians, or organized community groups, that would agree to adopt the new therapy immediately if it were shown to be as safe as the old therapy but substantially less expensive. If such constituent letters were not contained in the grant proposal or contract under which the research would be conducted, the money should be spent investigating other topics.

Using comparative effectiveness funds correctly could foster a sea change in the way industry looks at product development. To return to the example of the new needle, the goal would no longer be to conduct a study to convince practitioners to pay more for a better needle. Rather, the goals would be to make better and safer needles, reduce the price of needles, and ensure that the new needles are adopted immediately. New radiation therapy machines would be required not only to produce the same level of health as the current ones but also to be substantially less expensive.

Showing the private sector that comparative effectiveness funds will be used in this way could change the entire research and development process in the US health care industry. It could also help the current administration achieve its goal of making health care more affordable for all US citizens.

To adopt these 2 criteria for funding comparative effectiveness research, the agencies that release funds must make tough decisions. The agencies will be accused of sponsoring rationing. A strong case can be made that this does not represent rationing...
but rather uses research dollars to produce therapies that are better and substantially less expensive. After all, when a computer is purchased today at a small percentage of the cost of computers produced years ago, it is not believed that the private sector has rationed computer chips. Instead, the research and development model in the computer industry has been to make better machines and to make them at increasingly lower costs, thereby making computers affordable to many more individuals.

It is time to use public funding and comparative effectiveness research to accomplish the same thing in medicine. If this opportunity is missed, another one is unlikely to come along. Then rationing may actually become the only way by which reductions in health care expenditures can be achieved.
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Health care reform in the United States is likely to fail without fundamental changes in the practice of medicine. What can be done within a year to substantially increase the likelihood that Americans receive appropriate, humane, affordable care? A starting point is to draw on more than 2 decades of empirical research based on the RAND/University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) Appropriateness Method (RUAM) to develop explicit criteria for determining the appropriateness of care.¹ ² Physicians and patients can use the results from applying this method to make better informed decisions about expensive, elective procedures or diagnostic tests, and the process of developing the criteria will strengthen the clinical evidence base.

The RUAM was developed more than 20 years ago in an effort to understand why quality of care in the United States, and in other developed countries, varied so substantially. The method uses a structured process for integrating findings from the scientific literature with clinical judgment to produce explicit criteria for determining the appropriateness of specific procedures.¹ ² The criteria are used to determine if care is necessary (the care produces substantially more health benefit than harm and is preferred over other available options), appropriate (produces more good than harm by a sufficiently wide margin to justify the use of the procedure), equivocal (potential health benefits and harms are about equal), or inappropriate (health risks are likely to exceed health benefits).

The RUAM has been used in research studies around the world, including England, Canada, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Israel. This approach has been used to judge the appropriateness of a wide range of procedures, including bariatric surgery, coronary artery bypass graft surgery, angioplasty, colonoscopy, endoscopy, hysterectomy, prostatectomy, and tympanostomy, and has identified a large proportion of care as not necessary or appropriate (in some cases >50%).³ ⁹ The RUAM also has been used to identify underuse, patients for whom the procedure is necessary but to whom the procedure has not been offered by their physician.¹⁰

The goal of this work was not just to produce research results; it was intended to alter the way medicine is practiced. However, the only major nonresearch users became the insurance industry, which was looking for an evidence based method to
review appropriateness, but having industry review appropriateness alienated physicians because they felt their clinical autonomy and judgment were threatened.

Times have changed and medical leaders are calling for greater accountability, especially in appropriateness of care. Using the existing appropriateness method as a foundation, the medical profession could begin guaranteeing Americans that an explicit assessment of appropriateness would be performed for at least 50 expensive, elective procedures or diagnostic tests, and that both patients and physicians would be an integral part of that process.

How might such a system work? The 50 sets of appropriateness criteria could be established on a national basis by 5 to 10 nonprofit organizations that have the requisite expertise, all using the RUAM. Doing this, and making associated improvements as the science of quality assessment evolves, would require about $100 million per year, most likely from federal sources. A coordinating center could ensure the consistency, quality, and timeliness of the work across these organizations. The initiative could also develop Web-accessible forms to produce appropriateness ratings for individual patients by following 8 steps: (1) select a procedure; (2) perform a literature review that includes information about use, efficacy, effectiveness, benefit, and risk for specific subgroups of patients; (3) develop an exhaustive and comprehensive set of clinical scenarios that describe both appropriate and inappropriate use of the procedure (scenarios may vary from <100 to >2000 per procedure); (4) select a multidisciplinary panel of 9 physicians to rate scenarios, after they read the literature review, on a scale of 1 to 9 (physicians who do not perform the procedure comprise a majority of the panel); (5) convene panel to discuss, modify, and rate the scenarios; (6) develop an efficient Web-based form that quickly but reliably allows the patient and physician to work together to determine the appropriateness score that is applicable to the specific patient; (7) use score to decide what to do next; and (8) continuously update literature review, clinical scenarios, and appropriateness ratings to keep them current with scientific progress.

Consider how an appropriateness assessment might work for a procedure such as carotid endarterectomy. Together, physician and patient would answer 12 to 15 questions on a Web-accessible form; the output would be an appropriateness score for this procedure for this specific patient. If the score was in the “necessary” or “appropriate” range, physician and patient might agree to proceed with the procedure, but there would be no requirement to do so. If the results were “equivocal” or “inappropriate,” physician and patient might consider a different course of action.

Following the appropriateness assessment, physician and patient would indicate on the form whether they agreed with the assessment results. Clinical justification would be required if physician and patient decided to forego a necessary procedure or to have an equivocal or inappropriate procedure. Once the form was completed, it would become part of the patient’s (hopefully) electronic medical record.

This explicit approach to appropriateness would dramatically change the current way of practicing medicine, and the drivers of change would be patients and physi-
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Involving patients directly in an explicit assessment of appropriateness would increase their responsibility to understand what the appropriateness ratings mean and to engage in a more meaningful discussion with their physicians about their own care. This approach would also motivate physicians to document carefully the data used to make the appropriateness decision, thereby increasing the reliability of the process used to decide whether to order an expensive diagnostic test or therapeutic procedure.

A system for assessing appropriateness could be implemented quickly. By the end of a year, appropriateness criteria for at least 10 procedures could be available, and the system could be in use by physicians around the world. At the end of 2 years, the number of covered procedures could certainly be in the 20s, and in 3 years, 30 and so on. Because the way procedures would be selected for inclusion in the system would include total unit cost, frequency of use, and effects on patients’ health, the proportion of health care dollars affected by the appropriateness system could be substantial.

The system needs to be supported by both professional and consumer organizations. Academic institutions should adopt the system to ensure that residents and interns understand how to provide appropriate and necessary care. The materials produced from the system could be used as teaching materials for both health professionals and consumer groups. The proportion of care delivered for appropriate or necessary reasons in an institution could be used to publicize individual training programs and increase transparency.

Use of this method could be mandated by organizations that accredit academic training programs; the Joint Commission could include it as part of its accreditation process. Professional societies involved in recertification could use data from the system to determine whether physicians who are being recertified provide appropriate and necessary care before they are allowed to sit for a recertification examination. Data from such a system could be used to stimulate research studies for procedures judged to be equivocal to produce a better clinical evidence base. Importantly, the performance of physicians, hospitals, or organizations would need to be audited on a sample basis to make sure that the appropriateness system was being properly used.

The appropriateness assessment system is a concrete way the medical profession could respond to the need to produce more efficient and effective care. Assessment can be performed in a manner consistent with both patient and physician values and allow for patient and physician autonomy; the assessment could also increase the reliability and validity of the clinical method. Implementing the system does not require the adoption of an information technology system or reorganization of the structure of medicine. If the RUAM is used as a starting point, a system can be operationalized within a year.

Unless specific action is taken to change the clinical process, 2 decades from now policy makers, physicians, health care organizations, and the public will still be discussing health care reform and debating vague approaches to making medicine in the United States and around the world more efficient and effective.
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Successful health care reform may provide virtually all individuals in the United States an adequate health insurance package. However, the need to increase value for health care dollars will extend far beyond the current policy window. Achieving that goal will require disruptive innovation in the health care system.

Disruption occurs when the expectations of individuals and the services provided are so vastly different that linear change is no longer likely.¹ For example, disruption occurred in naval warfare when reliance on battleships was replaced by aircraft carriers,² and in medicine when anesthesia and vaccines were introduced. Could similar kinds of successful disruption happen in the delivery of health care? There are 8 potential disruptions that could increase the value of health care.

First, the planet earth is no longer a stable environment, and its future, and that of the world’s population, depends on how well it is treated. Therefore, it is reasonable to ask how changes in health care delivery would affect not just individuals, but the planet. A disruptive change would expand the view of health care policy beyond Congressional Budget Office scoring for cost and consider what proposed policies imply for the future of the planet. For example, how can the carbon footprint of new technologies and health facilities be reduced, and should new facilities be located in energy friendly places? How will increasing life expectancy affect the ability to reduce carbon dioxide emissions?

Second, improving delivery of health care services as they are now defined will do little to erase the difference in mortality and morbidity that exists in the United States as a function of where a person lives or who he or she is. Will the approach to health care delivery change to include at least some social determinants of health? Physicians do not spend sufficient time examining the social and mental health of patients, and do not view as their responsibility helping patients become better integrated into the community or developing positive mental health attributes that could make patients happier and, potentially, healthier.

Disruptive change could reach even further. What if the practice of pediatrics included examining the report cards of children or performing an independent assessment of a preschool child’s readiness to read? What if a clinician explained to parents the importance of education and reading in being able to support a healthy lifestyle?
What if pay-for-performance included measures of educational attainment in addition to whether diabetes, hypertension, or asthma were controlled?

What would happen if the same fundamental disruption occurred in the school system so that teachers were responsible not only for the educational achievement of students, but also for their health? Would there be more willingness to spend education dollars to reduce posttraumatic stress and depression in children so they were ready to learn? Until now, education and medical care have operated in 2 silos. Will there be a disruption that at least brings these 2 great social systems together to integrate some aspects of the social determinants of health with the delivery of personal medical services?

Third, society has made substantial efforts to protect individuals against health practitioners who may do more harm than good or are not qualified to treat a given condition or a specific patient. Traditionally educated but independent nurse practitioners with physician backup can produce, for selected patients, a comparable level of care as physicians. Likewise, women with low-risk pregnancies managed during delivery by midwives with physician backup vs those managed in a consultant-led labor had fewer interventions without differences in fetal outcomes. Will the system be disrupted by allowing and fostering the development of educational models that base acceptance on whether a clinician can do something as opposed to how that clinician is educated and trained?

The health services research literature is replete with information about the volume-outcome relationship; for selected procedures, doing something more produces better results. If the sole focus of a clinician is removing cataracts, performing colonoscopies, injecting Botox, or reading mammograms, why can’t individuals be trained to perform these activities without requiring them to graduate from medical school? Perhaps a new approach to training should be considered that combines skills from nursing, public health, and medicine. Perhaps high school graduates with appropriate physician supervision could perform some tasks that currently only physicians are legally permitted to perform.

Fourth, substantial resources are invested in building places to provide health care services or acquiring new equipment. Will there be an attempt to disrupt the way medicine is currently practiced and make it a 24-hour business so that routine office visits, nonemergency tests, including magnetic resonance imaging, outpatient surgeries, and vaccinations are available around the clock? If so, will incentives be offered to individuals who use facilities at off-peak hours? Would making health care a 24-hour business protect the planet while driving down the cost of medical care because capital will not be needed to build new buildings and purchase new equipment to replace buildings and equipment that had many more uses left in their lifespan?

Fifth, can the culture of medicine be dramatically changed to root out waste? Almost every other business is determined to make better products for less money.
Will waste reduction be made a central focus so that the practice of medicine changes dramatically?\textsuperscript{6,7}

Sixth, will there be a commitment to a globalized health care delivery system, thereby perhaps eliminating jobs in one country and generating them in another? For instance, elective surgery could be performed with high quality and less cost outside the United States,\textsuperscript{8} and x-rays could be read instantaneously by radiologists located in another country. Instead, will medicine continue to be practiced on a statewide or countrywide basis?

Seventh, will professional associations commit to being responsible for both cost and quality on a population basis and will board certification depend on performance in both dimensions? Shouldn’t the highlight of any national meeting of any group of health professionals be a presentation describing how the value of health care dollars has been increased in the last year and how health and cost have been addressed simultaneously on a population basis?

Eighth, what are the rights and responsibilities of both patients and physicians? Does a clinician have a responsibility to advise a patient to stop smoking or to get a mammogram? Does the responsibility include sending a reminder for a mammography appointment, or scheduling an appointment at a time convenient for the patient?

Moreover, what is the patient’s responsibility? For example, if a patient who does not receive a colonoscopy (even though the procedure is covered by insurance and scheduled at a convenient time) develops colon cancer, does that patient have the right to expect the same services that would be provided for a patient who developed colon cancer but had received a colonoscopy?

None of the potential disruptions described in this article will affect the current political window for policy change in the United States. But they need to be on the agenda for discussion so a better health care system can be built for the future.

Currently, legislators considering whether to build more medical schools look at what physicians do, determine how the population is changing, multiply those 2 factors, and compare the product with the denominator of physician work hours that would be available without expanding medical schools. The result is usually a decision to build new medical schools. But if disruptive changes in the training of health professionals are possible, the need for more physicians could be altered dramatically, and perhaps resources allocated for more medical schools could be conserved and spent on more valuable activities. For instance, some of the money should be invested to produce a new science of health care delivery that investigates changes in the practice of medicine that would be labeled disruptive. Otherwise scientific studies on health care delivery will produce, at best, changes at the margin that will have little effect on cost, quality, or health.
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Patients expect their physicians to have the right answer every time. Does the testing process in medical school or the continuing medical education (CME) process increase the likelihood that patient expectations will be met?

A medical student finishing Step 1 or Step 2 examinations receives a score. The score reflects answers that the student knew, answers chosen by process of elimination, or answers the student guessed correctly. The Medical Knowledge Self-Assessment Program\textsuperscript{1} is an authoritative manual designed to update internists on the practice of medicine over the previous 3 years. Each section of the document ends with a series of multiple-choice questions. The physician selects responses and submits the answers to the American College of Physicians, which awards the CME credits.

How should the medical student or the practicing physician feel about answering 70% of the questions correctly? Is the testing system at the heart of why quality-of-care scores for individual practices are so low?\textsuperscript{2}

The purpose of this Commentary is to suggest exploration of a culture shift in medicine to reinforce the notion of knowing the right answer every time.

What if the testing process in medical school or CME were changed so that the medical student or physician were faced with a problem and had to decide what to do? This experience would teach a physician how to look up information, read articles, determine if the articles were relevant, and how to apply the literature and evidence-based medicine to individual patients.

Such an approach raises concern if a physician needs to know immediately what to do. So what if a list of medical emergencies and related patient scenarios was developed, as well as a system for reminding all physicians, regardless of specialty, what to do in these situations? Certain types of chest pain, headaches, and other symptoms would fall in this category. In these cases, physicians should know the correct answer 100% of the time without looking it up. For the rest of medical practice, shouldn’t physicians be taught how to find the answer and be confident that it is correct?

To accomplish the latter, evidence-based medicine must be translated into practice. Although the movement for evidence-based medicine began nearly 2 decades ago,\textsuperscript{3} little progress has been made in adopting the tools of evidence-based medicine into routine practice. Systematic reviews grade and synthesize evidence from diverse
studies and many of these meta-analyses are used. But there is little documentation about how they have been used and whether they have affected practice. Beyond that, what about the simplest tools of quantitative sciences? Are the concepts of prior probability, posterior probability, transforming a prior probability into a posterior probability, or any other principles in decision analysis used in medicine?

After reading the first half of the Medical Knowledge Self-Assessment Program curriculum for internists, I was fascinated by the absence of any quantitative decision tools. The field of decision analysis has produced numerous studies about using decision tools to improve the practice of medicine. Dean et al\(^4\) demonstrated that a decision tool could ensure that a patient received the correct antibiotic. Years ago Adams et al\(^5\) demonstrated how a simple decision tool could help to decide whether a patient who presents to an emergency department with abdominal pain needs surgery.

Private firms are beginning to collect decision tools and make them available to physicians. However, in general, use of sensitivity, specificity, likelihood ratios, prior probabilities, and posterior probabilities in medical decision making has been largely ignored. An entire field of science is missing from the practice of medicine. At the same time, production of a slightly better drug or device prompts a full scale advertising campaign, backed by a sales force.

Despite almost 800 reports on the Framingham risk score\(^6\) this decade, few physicians enter on a patient’s record the probability that the patient will have a cardiac event in the next 10 years. Why are there no formal assessments of probabilities and utilities in making difficult clinical decisions? When a patient enters a physician’s office, why doesn’t the physician record a prior probability that the patient has condition x, y, or z; then, based on the history and physical, produce a posterior probability that serves as the basis for ordering tests?

Thirty years ago, a physician had to know what laboratory tests to order. He or she might have been required to write the test legibly on a laboratory order slip. With today’s electronic medical record–supported process, the physician views a computer screen that provides a long list of tests, organized by organ system, or in some other way. The physician can indicate which test to order without knowing the purpose for which the test was designed—is it specific, sensitive, neither—and without knowing the cost of performing it.

A physician cannot remember all of the tests and resulting decisions that must be made but the situation is going to explode exponentially over the next 5 to 10 years as a multitude of new tests come to market to measure specific aspects of a patient’s genetic, proteinic, or physiological nature. Facing such complexity, will this result in incorporating validated rules and tools into the practice of medicine so that physicians can make the right diagnosis, and monitor therapy, at a price that society is willing to pay?

At the Johns Hopkins Medical School 30 years ago, one of the most popular lectures given dealt with the diagnosis of syphilis. The professor who gave the lecture handed out his business card. The back of the card displayed an algorithm that showed
how to treat the patient depending on whether a test result was positive or negative, or whether the test was performed on spinal fluid or blood. The card also indicated when students needed to call the professor because test results were inconsistent. It was one of the few business cards that house officers kept.

Thirty years later, scant progress has been made in applying evidence-based decision tools to practice. Physicians should know they can get the correct answer all of the time because they know how to arrive at the answer; and they must understand which emergency situations require them to know what to do instantly. Decision making in medicine will be more valid and reliable by incorporating the sciences of decision analysis and clinical evidence into the routine practice of medicine.

With few exceptions, physicians are using the same information sciences that were used 30 years ago. It is time for a change before innovative medical researchers develop a new array of tests and measurements, making it even less likely that physicians will have the right answer.
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Whatever form it takes, Health Care Reform will increase the number of Americans covered by health insurance. But there is concern that the legislation will not bend the cost curve—that is, will not reduce the growth of health care costs so that it more closely resembles the growth of the US gross domestic product (GDP). Currently, health care consumes about 16% of the GDP; advocates of bending the cost curve hope that in 2020 it will still consume roughly the same proportion.

Increased health care coverage raises issues in addition to cost containment. Increased coverage will mean increased demand for primary care physicians. Virtually everyone would like to have a primary care physician—a trusted physician who provides comprehensive, continuous care. Many studies, including many with international comparisons, have established the benefits of primary care.¹ However, it is increasingly difficult to convince graduates of US medical schools to choose primary care as their professional career path. Why is there such a disconnect between the demand for and supply of primary care physicians? Two reasons appear to predominate: scope of practice and salary.

**Scope of Practice**

The scope of practice for primary care physicians is contracting. There are 900 million visits to physicians annually in the United States,² and about half of these are to the 200,000 physicians who identified themselves as office based primary care clinicians.³ These physicians manage most of the care for diabetes, hypertension, and obesity; address acute problems such as viral or bacterial infections; and provide general examinations. On the other hand, a large proportion of the visits for conditions that could be managed by primary care physicians such as rheumatoid arthritis, epilepsy, depression, angina pectoris, and other chronic conditions are diagnosed and managed over time by specialists.² The role of primary care physicians in the hospital has also narrowed, driven by the emergence of hospitalists and the trend to move a substantial portion of medical care to outpatient facilities.
Salary

The salary differential between a primary care physician and a specialist is substantial. The median salary in large, multispecialty group practice for a US internist is about $205,000 a year; for a family medicine physician, $198,000; and for a pediatrician, $203,000. The median dermatologist salary is $351,000. Given this pay differential and the narrowed scope of practice, why should bright, hardworking, debt-ridden, or even altruistic medical students choose internal medicine, family medicine, pediatrics, or primary care for residency?

In 2010, only 2722 (54.5%) of the 4999 residency spots in internal medicine were filled by graduates of US-based allopathic medical schools; respective numbers for family medicine residency were 1169 (44.8%) of 2608, and for pediatrics, 1711 (70.5%) of 2428. In comparison, at least 90% of positions in neurological surgery, orthopedic surgery, and dermatology were filled by US medical school graduates. Young clinicians are simply not willing to forfeit lifetime earnings of over $3 million even though the medicine they would practice as primary care physicians is critical to improving the health of patients and to making the current health system more functional. To many of these students, the primary care physician might seem a lot like the water boy on a football team making sure that the really important members of the medical team do their work.

Many reports have lamented the current situation. For example, the Society of General Internal Medicine (SGIM) published a report enthusiastically defining the roles of a primary care physician and arguing why these roles are so important to the health care system. The American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) Statement Report reconfirms the worsening shortage of primary care physicians. Many efforts are underway to enhance the environment in which primary care physicians practice, including building medical homes, developing accountable health care organizations, and installing information technology systems. All of these initiatives could substantially improve the lives of primary care physicians, making it more intellectually stimulating, as well as feasible and efficient to provide integrated, continuous care. But despite efforts to highlight the potential clinical and professional contributions of primary care physicians, interest in this path remains extraordinarily low among graduates of US medical schools.

A Possible Solution

One approach to this situation is to do nothing. As a result, the number of primary care physicians in practice will continue to decline. Patients who want a primary care physician will probably need to pay some kind of retainer and enroll in a concierge-
type practice. Those who cannot afford this luxury will have to endure a medical care system that is even more fragmented than it is today.

An alternative approach is to convince 50% of students entering US medical schools, starting in June 2010, to choose primary care (pediatrics, family medicine, or general internal medicine) as their professional career path. The suggestions of multiple task forces for making delivery of primary care easier can be implemented. For this approach to be successful, a way must be found to reduce the pay differential between primary care physicians and specialists.

In addition to fulfilling the roles so eloquently outlined by the SGIM\textsuperscript{7} and AAFP\textsuperscript{8} taskforces, primary care physicians must lead the effort to bend the cost curve and eliminate variations in health care expenditures based solely on where one lives rather than on medical need. If successful, a Dartmouth Atlas produced in 2020 would confirm that variation in expenditures on health care is related to need, not to geography.\textsuperscript{10}

To achieve these goals, primary care physicians need a different set of clinical responsibilities and skills. They must become leaders in efforts to avoid preventable hospitalizations for patients with chronic diseases, eliminate inappropriate or equivocal surgery and radiologic procedures, and help individuals die with the least pain and without expenditures of vast amounts of money. The workflow of the medical system must be redesigned so that primary care clinicians can perform procedures and carry out tasks for which they have been trained. In addition, for patients with single or multiple chronic illnesses, primary care physicians must provide a greater proportion of the continuing care.\textsuperscript{2}

The contract primary care physicians must make with the public is simple: If society working with insurance companies, Medicare, and Medicaid would close the salary gap between primary care physicians and specialists, primary care physicians would lead the medical profession in eliminating unnecessary variations in care and bending the cost curve, in addition to being the trusted allies of patients by providing high-quality care. Will expanding the scope of practice and increasing salaries motivate enough medical students to forsake careers in higher paying specialties? Or will the fascination of working at the cutting edge of medical technology still capture the minds and hearts of most medical students? The answer is unknown; however, it is certain that if the salary gap cannot be closed and the role of the primary care physician redefined in a powerful way, there is little hope of producing a health care system that provides high-quality affordable care to the US population.
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In many states, teenagers can apply for a driver’s license when they are 16 years old. To obtain the license, they need to pass a written examination, perform adequately on a driving test, and demonstrate that they have insurance. But all drivers can do things to lose their license. For example, the law requires that drivers stop at red lights, even in the middle of the night when the street is empty. If drivers choose to ignore this law, they risk being ticketed; enough tickets will probably cost them the right to drive. These requirements are not arbitrary; they were developed to preserve life and reduce the cost of everyone’s insurance.

When young adults are 26 years old, they can no longer be covered under their parents’ health insurance plan. However, they have other coverage options. If they work, and their employer offers insurance, they need only check a box. If they apply for an individual policy, they may need to prove that they do not have preexisting conditions and will need to provide extensive background information. But in either case, they do not need to know about the health care system or how to use it efficiently and appropriately. Misuse of the system may cost them a monetary penalty, but for these young adults, those penalties will seem far less important compared with the loss of their license to drive.

What if this approach to health insurance changed? What if to obtain and keep health insurance, individuals had to pass something like a driver’s license test? What should they study to prepare for the test? What should be taught? What skills should be demonstrated? Should insurance be more costly, or even withdrawn, not because individuals become sick but because they do not use preventive services or evidence-based care in a manner that both protects their health and reduces health care costs for others? If society both provides health insurance and helps those who do not have the ability to use services effectively, what kind of penalty for misuse would be ethically and morally acceptable? Should penalties and rewards be applied first to the middle class, as opposed to disadvantaged individuals who are enrolled in Medicaid?1

Over the last 40 years, tests and drugs have been developed that can predict or change the course of illness—even a potentially silent condition such as hypertension. The medical profession has responded to these changes by teaching physicians skills for motivating patients to obtain necessary diagnostic tests, take necessary medications, be
vaccinated, and receive routine preventive services. However, physicians have not had remarkable success in improving adherence to necessary interventions, such as those for hypertension, or in containing the costs of providing care. Is it time to admit that unless patients assume greater responsibility, these problems will not be solved?

For instance, consider a health system in which individuals who have health insurance and are competent to care for themselves would be required to take medications and have procedures known to be necessary and would do so; and a severe penalty would be imposed if they do not. What if individuals were required to receive vaccines for which they were eligible, as soon as the vaccines became available—and were penalized if they contracted an illness the vaccination could have prevented?

What if individuals with hypertension or hyperlipidemia who did not take their medications became responsible for some of the costs of future cardiac care? If the nation’s future health system is expected to contain costs and improve value, shouldn’t the recipients be expected to be true partners in achieving those goals?

This kind of sea change would take time to implement, would need to be preceded by education, and should be first implemented among individuals for whom language or competence would not be a barrier to getting required care. This policy would also need to focus on medications and procedures for which effectiveness has been well established.

Blue ribbons and awards are given to health plans for having high mammogram rates, high colonoscopy rates, and appropriate levels of hemoglobin A1c and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol among their members. Perhaps the awards should be given to patients instead of physicians and health organizations. Perhaps it is time to say to the American public: “Certain procedures, medications, and preventive care will make a difference in your health, and it is your responsibility, not your physician’s, to take or to do them.”

If individuals want to use their car warranty to get repairs, they have to show that they have provided at least minimal maintenance. In general, individuals agree that minimal maintenance is a fair trade-off for using a warranty. What is the fair trade-off in medical care? If patients do not take prescribed medications, are not appropriately vaccinated, or do not obtain preventive screening tests, they may incur costs that others will need to subsidize. Is that fair?

Moreover, behaviors like smoking, use of illicit drugs, alcoholism, and dietary patterns leading to obesity greatly contribute to both poor health and increased medical expenditures. Although individuals are responsible for these behaviors, their prevalence is determined by many factors, most of them not under an individual’s control. Nevertheless, there are ways to begin increasing patient responsibility for these problems. Should parents be expected to maintain their young children’s weight-to-height index at the 50th percentile or less? Should sedentary workers be expected to participate in an exercise program provided at the workplace?
Classes using sophisticated adult learning materials could be held in the workplace. Employees could choose which health plan to join—one that required them to use the health care system responsibly, or one that did not—with the understanding that the former would be less expensive. Premium savings from using health services responsibly could be returned to the worker as a bonus. Such initiatives are already being implemented by progressive employers. To have an even greater effect, these initiatives would need to be widely adopted, and governmental support would be needed to pursue penalties and awards more aggressively.

Health reform is not only about health insurance companies, physicians, and pharmaceutical and device companies. It is not only mandating health insurance for everyone. It is not only about subsidies and penalties for not buying insurance. Health reform is about people. And people must become full participants and assume much greater responsibility for their actions if health benefits are to be maintained at an affordable cost.

The health reform bill signed by President Obama includes funding for numerous demonstration projects. Perhaps a demonstration project that contains some of the elements discussed herein will be tried, evaluated, and result in a new approach to the delivery of health care. Responsible patients and responsible communities might make it easier for physicians to act responsibly and to increase their effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. Maybe then, everyone would be able to purchase a health plan that provides necessary, high-quality, humane, and affordable care; by doing so, the health of individuals and the health of the nation would improve.
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Greece is going bankrupt. The Euro is shaky. The oil inundating the Gulf Coast may eliminate one-third of the US seafood catch. In the midst of this chaos, the nightly news focuses on a medical breakthrough. At a cost of about $100,000, a man with metastatic prostate cancer can be treated with an infusion of his own cells and live, on average, a few months longer.¹ The commentator questions whether insurance companies will pay for this therapy and wonders whether men who do not have metastatic cancer will demand access to the therapy, even if they have to pay for it themselves. Perhaps Yeats was right—“Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold.”²

The United States spends more money per person on medical care than any other developed country in the world. But Americans are not the healthier for it.³ Life expectancy in the United States is lower than in virtually any other developed country, and variation in life expectancy, as a function of where a person lives or grows up, is high. In the context of this dismal reality, consider the assertion in the Declaration of Independence that every citizen has the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. What should be expected from a physician leader in this complex world?

Physicians are found in leadership positions throughout US society but are rarely at the top. Physicians have been elected to both houses of Congress, but no physician has been elected president. Medical leaders are found in the executive branch of the Department of Health and Human Services, but virtually never at its highest levels.

But physicians have extraordinary influence. They run the programs that spend large amounts of money to treat the elderly and the poor, at both state and national levels. They provide a moral compass when they serve as surgeon general. And most frequently, they are responsible for running large health care delivery systems and for training the future health workforce of the United States.

Indeed, the teaching role has expanded from being a dean of a medical school to overseeing the entire health enterprise of an academic campus, including teaching hospitals and schools of medicine, nursing, pharmacy, and public health. Physicians also control all of the organizations that set professional standards in medicine, from individual specialty societies to organizations cutting across the entire medical establishment.
What defines a successful leader of such organizations? That’s more than a rhetorical question. Medicine now makes up 17% of the US gross domestic product; thus, a large part of the country’s ability to ensure life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is in the hands of medical leaders.

There are several possible definitions of successful leadership. Is it an indication of success if the leader of an academic medical center keeps the institution financially solvent, constructs new buildings—especially those for basic science research—moves the institution higher on the National Institutes of Health grant list, and trains physicians to concentrate on the patient by using all tools at their disposal? Are leaders of professional societies successful when they persuade Congress that the society’s members provide great scientific value and thus merit higher salaries; or if those leaders convince philanthropies to donate a disproportionate amount of money to that specialty? Is the leader of a major program, such as Medicare, successful when bills are paid promptly, adequate reimbursement is made for services rendered, and services are provided with high quality and little waste? Is the medical leader of a pharmaceutical company successful when the company develops a product that increases life expectancy by 3 months at a price of $100,000 and then convinces the public and insurers that patients must have the product and that it must be paid for with public money?

Many would answer yes in all of these cases. Who wants a leader of an academic medical center who builds nothing, does not attract research grants, and fails to maintain financial stability? Certainly not the center’s board of governance. But in this complex world, are these sufficiently inclusive definitions of a successful physician leader?

There are 3 competing models for improving health in a population. The first, for which virtually all of the resources are used, is the medical model, in which an individual patient visits a physician who uses his or her clinical training to diagnose and treat the patient. The second is the public health model, driven primarily by the quest to eliminate root causes of population behavior that produces poor health, such as drug addiction, obesity, alcoholism, and cigarette smoking. The third, a more recent force, is the social determinants of health model,4 which argues that neither the medical nor public health model is sufficient to improve the health of a population. Rather, improving health may require a wide range of strategies, including redistribution of wealth; guaranteeing all adults access to a meaningful job that pays an income sufficient to allow them to pursue healthy behaviors; helping children feel safe and be healthy and ready to learn; and empowering women and communities so that they can work more effectively to increase the health of the population.

All 3 models must be pursued in balance. All medical leaders, no matter what their position, should be prepared to answer the following questions. What have I done to improve the health of the US population, or my entire community, and how did I take advantage of all 3 frameworks that produce health most efficiently? If I am trying to improve the health of a community, how do I balance investment in the social determinants of health, a classical public health approach, and more medical care? How do...
I develop a plan for my specialty society, my medical group, and my academic medical center that will help make them not only advocates for a better personal health care system but also advocates for better health?

What if vice chancellors, provosts, and medical leaders were required to produce an annual report describing how they improved the health of the community in which the academic facility existed? What if leaders of professional societies were asked similar questions? What if medical students, nursing students, public health students, and students of economics, anthropology, and sociology were required to find ways to work together to improve health?

What if during their medical school interview, bright college students challenged their interviewers to explain what the school does to help the community and how the school’s activities encompass the priorities of a better health care delivery system, better public health, and the social determinants of health? What if before joining a specialty society, physicians inquired about the society’s plan for improving health in a manner that the United States can afford and asked if the society’s meetings would include presentations by individuals who have other than a medical background?

Long ago, the United States articulated common values of achievement for citizens. However, in the pursuit of building institutions, physicians have paid too little attention to the common values specified in the nation's founding documents. Moving a society toward health is difficult. But perhaps it is time to expand the notion of medical leadership and demand that leaders be accountable for explaining how their leadership is focused on improving health, reducing its variation, and doing so in an affordable way.

Many of the best and the brightest students still choose medicine as a career, and the medical establishment is justly proud of its achievements. But the world has moved on. It is time for physicians to think beyond making their institution, practice, or professional society better. The population needs, and deserves, such leadership. And physicians can provide it.
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Traditionally, there have been 3 ways to reimburse physicians for services rendered: salary, capitation, or fee for service. A physician who receives a salary is paid a certain amount per month or year of work. Physicians reimbursed through capitation are paid based on the number of patients they see or the number of patients for whom they are responsible. Physicians reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis are paid for every service they provide, regardless how simple or complex.

The way physicians are paid affects, even if subconsciously, what physicians do. If salaried physicians believe that spending hours on a well-child or routine adult health maintenance visit is clinically desirable and there are no administrative controls, physicians are likely to increase time spent with patients, limit the number of patients they see, and not be concerned about throughput. Physicians paid by capitation are motivated to include as many patients as possible on their patient panel, negotiate a dollar amount per patient that is as high as possible, and perhaps reduce the number of hours they are available to provide care as long as they do not lose patients. For physicians paid on a fee-for-service basis, doing more is better, especially among those performing procedures for which payment is high relative to the amount of labor required. For instance, providing a complex visit vs a simple visit, labeling a wound complex vs simple, or spending more time with a patient under anesthesia all result in increased reimbursement. Thus, physicians have an incentive to provide a longer or more complex service.¹

Paying physicians by a combination of methods (eg, capitation and fee for service) could, in theory, alter some of the results in the aforementioned examples.² Ultimately, however, what a physician does or does not do depends on the Hippocratic Oath, ethics, and morals. Payment mechanisms rarely result in egregious activities that might be considered malpractice, unethical, immoral, or even criminal.

Each mechanism entails risks. A salaried approach may produce too much care for an individual patient and too little for a population. In attempts to increase physician productivity, systems that employ physicians control appointment books, visit length, or the number of hours that a practice needs to be open. When a physician is paid by capitation, underuse can be a problem, so payers or organizations may limit the
number of patients that physicians have on their patient panel, arguing that too many patients will result in lower quality.³

Under fee-for-service arrangements, the risk is overuse. Efforts to control overuse can take the form of monitoring the number of services a physician provides in a year and paying physicians less per unit of activity to curtail services.

Given these risks, policy makers have become frustrated with these payment mechanisms. This frustration is part of the reason that the US Congress cannot agree on how much to pay physicians under Medicare. Its decision will, of course, affect the amount of money physicians earn. But, in addition, it could alter what physicians do (eg, increase volume of services that are lucrative, divide services into smaller billable packages, or even refuse to take Medicare patients). For those reasons, policy makers have argued that payment mechanisms, such as fee for service, should be supplemented with transparency and pay for performance. Transparency takes the form of publishing the results of physician procedures, in terms of either cost or quality, based on the assumption that patients will choose higher-quality and lower-cost physicians. Pay for performance adds the notion that the probability of achieving certain cost and quality goals is increased by linking lower cost and higher quality to payment.

There has been enough experience to date with pay for performance and transparency to argue convincingly that neither of these additional mechanisms for compensating physicians will achieve the goal of most patients to receive high-quality, humane, and affordable care unless the mechanisms are substantially improved.⁴–⁷ These mechanisms are not silver bullets; they can enhance performance only modestly. They are not capable of improving performance to the level expected of other products such as automobiles. In the vernacular of quality management, these mechanisms cannot, in isolation, achieve “Six Sigma” results.

In addition, these mechanisms may have unintended consequences. For instance, if winning a specific event will bring an elite athlete world recognition, that athlete will design training to win that event. But training for that event may make it more difficult to win a different event. For example, the athlete may need muscle mass for the current challenge but will need flexibility for future competitions. The analogy is apt for pay for performance. If only a few measures are used in pay-for-performance arrangements, clinicians will design particular aspects of their practice to ensure those measures are achieved, even if it means reducing quality of care in other practice areas. Thus, unless the measures used for pay for performance or transparency are comprehensive, these mechanisms can result in unintended and undesirable consequences.

Addressing quality and value in health care delivery would involve ensuring that no matter how physicians are paid, systems designed to achieve value are in place. For example, at the very minimum, physicians in primary care practices should know how many patients they have, who the patients are, and whether the physicians are responsible for both delivering and coordinating all care given to that patient. Physicians should know how much they spend per patient per year and the trend of those expen-
ditures. They should know how many patients in their practice have died and what proportion of deaths is due to medical care that could have been better. Physicians need a system that informs them before they see a patient what unfinished business remains from previous visits, what referrals have not been answered, what laboratory test results have not been examined, and what prescriptions have not been filled. Other functions could be added, with the goal of setting up a health care system that manages the health of a patient population on a real-time basis.

Examples such as these offer insights for designing systems of care and for considering the way physicians are paid. Pay for performance, transparency, and other innovative ways of compensating physicians will work only if, at the same time, the system for providing care is changed to one that has clear objectives and provides specific tools to help physicians achieve those objectives. Otherwise, the new approaches will only increase frustration. At the least, the elements described herein should be considered in policy reform that affects the way physicians are reimbursed for providing care in the developed world.
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What if, at the beginning of a year, a physician were to face the following situation? A physician has been told that enough money is available to treat 100 patients who have either condition A or condition B and treating each patient costs US $1000. Based on epidemiological data, the physician is expected to have 100 patients with condition A and 100 patients with condition B during the calendar year. The health benefit of treating patients with condition A is 4 times as great as the health benefit of treating patients with condition B. There is only $100 000 available, which is only enough money to treat half of the 200 patients.

The first patient the physician observes on the first day of the year has condition B. What does the physician do? Treat the patient, knowing that by the end of the year, she will not be able to offer therapy to at least 1 patient with condition A who seeks care? Do not treat the patient and do not mention that treatment is available? Do not treat the patient, but tell him that he should seek treatment with a different clinician or seek care outside the country? What if the physician got tired of the balancing act and moved to another country or quit working as a physician? Will the above situation actually ever occur? What might physicians do to prevent it?

Policy makers discuss controlling medical costs, and academics publish articles analyzing cost-control approaches. But physicians seem oblivious to the possibility that, sooner or later, care will need to be explicitly rationed. Physicians who actually order the health-related diagnostics or treatment for which taxpayers pay must decide how they will cope with explicit rationing. Will there be a physician plan or health professional plan to deal with the eventuality of explicit rationing? Should planning begin now instead of waiting until the decision is imminent?

Policy makers in virtually every developed country are concerned about the proportion of gross domestic product spent on health care. One response has been to commission studies to change how care is paid for. For example, in the United States, efforts are under way to bundle payment for inpatient and outpatient chronic care.¹ The development of accountable care organizations, medical homes, disease management, and other activities is designed to moderate the growth rate in the proportion of gross domestic product spent on health care and to reduce the amount that federal and state governments spend on health care, so they can avoid raising taxes. Analyses of these
options tend to conclude that although they may make some small difference, the relentless growth rate in health care spending will continue, spurred by new medical and biotechnology developments and the aging of the population, among other factors.

What do physicians think about the failure of current cost control strategies and what alternatives can they offer? Currently, very little is known on a population basis about how physicians approach decisions that involve rationing. For example, in a county hospital with limited appointment slots available for patients referred to neurologists, how does the neurologist decide which patients to see? Is the decision based on the length of the note referring the patient, the specificity of the request, the nature of the clinical problem, the personal relationship between the referring physician and the specialist, or other factors?

In an article on how physicians ration health care, Mechanic suggested that physicians do so implicitly because it is just too difficult to do it explicitly. He also suggested that democracy may not be able to support an explicit rationing system. A review of qualitative studies examined how physicians implicitly ration care in individual settings. The studies are not generalizable, but they establish that when confronting time or supply constraints, physicians are making decisions about how to use their time or deciding which patient should receive which test.

The rule regarding how many hours house officers are allowed to be in the hospital was recently changed. How does a resident, required to limit time spent in the hospital to 80 hours in a week, decide with which of the many patients needing care he or she will spend the last hour of the 80-hour week?

Policy makers have attempted to provide some help. Organizations in England, such as the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, have tried to take the decision from the physician and put it squarely on society by implementing a public process to decide what new technologies, devices, or drugs should be part of the benefit package of the National Health Service (NHS). To plan for what was seen as an inevitable reduction in the NHS budget, a series of exercises were conducted to examine the effects of reducing the NHS budget by 10%, or by 20%, or keeping it flat, instead of increasing it at the rate of inflation. The Oregon Medicaid plan went through a similar public process, trying to decide what set of procedures and diagnoses should be covered, given a limited amount of money. Israel and other countries also have formal mechanisms to decide what new medical technology will become part of the benefit package.

In the United States, some explicit programs are in place to help control costs. For example, in pharmacy benefit plans generic drugs are offered at lower co-payments than brand name drugs. Many benefit programs cover only generic equivalents of brand-name drugs. On the other hand, there is an implicit, perhaps irrational, mostly unknown process by which physicians, faced with the everyday pressures of their practices and policy decrees, try to determine how much time to spend with a complex patient, whether there is an appointment slot to schedule a follow-up visit sooner rather
than later, who gets which therapy vs another, and how constraints in hospital or nursing home beds or specialty availability can be addressed. These microdecisions play out every day. However, this implicit behavior needs to be integrated with explicit policies. Put more starkly, an explicit plan for rationing needs to be developed. But who will do it, and how?

Every new initiative faces the initial decision of whether that initiative can be pursued free of cost or whether investment is needed to make it happen. It is unlikely that physicians will donate all the time and resources needed to develop a plan for morphing implicit rationing into a more explicit process that is done better. It is also highly unlikely that the US government will pay to develop such a plan. Individual donors are not likely to provide funding because most donors want to increase services and help the needy rather than to understand how rationing medical care can be used to control costs. Thus, it will probably fall upon foundations, brave ones at that, to work with health professionals to begin developing a plan to make rationing of health care explicit and fact based. Physicians need to lead the development of such a plan, and patients and the public must be involved. Basically the plan must provide guidance about what to do in an environment where everything cannot be done for everyone all the time.

Physicians must become a constructive voice in deciding how health care costs can more appropriately reflect society’s values and needs. Planning for that eventuality should begin now, but cannot be led by a single specialty organization, cannot aggravate the town/gown split in medicine, cannot conclude by protecting the salaries of physicians relative to the salaries of other health care professionals, and cannot be performed in a way that violates the Hippocratic oath. However, it must be done. At the very least, a set of detailed options needs to be developed to contain costs, and physicians should lead the debate about how such options might be implemented.

There is no group more trusted in society than physicians. If anyone can lead development of such a plan, it should be physicians. US physicians are fortunate to live in a wealthy country that respects democratic processes; therefore, developing cost-control options should be easier than in many other places in the world. Hopefully, by the time health care reform is implemented in 2014, there will be a set of physician plans and options, fully debated, that examine not only how reasonable health care coverage can be provided to everyone, but also how it can be done in a way that is affordable.
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The modern academic quality improvement movement began more than 40 years ago with a series of articles that highlighted substantial deficiencies in the way care was provided. In response, multiple efforts to improve quality were launched. Medical processes that affected patients' health were identified. Methods of measuring how well the processes were performed in day-to-day practice were developed, and many suggestions were made regarding how the processes could be performed better and care improved.

Everyone got into the act. The US government established organizations to review quality of care on an area wide or geographic basis. Hospital accreditation organizations changed their focus from improving the structure of facilities (eg, bricks and mortar, licensure) to what was done to patients, and eventually, to what happened to patients. Organizations were developed to accredit and examine quality of care in the outpatient arena. Hospitals developed quality assurance departments. Organizations such as the Institute for Healthcare Improvement blossomed into leaders in the field of quality improvement, helping institutions provide a better product. Businesses and corporations formed groups to focus the attention of the health care profession on producing a higher-quality product.

More than 40 years later it is unclear what the quality movement has accomplished. Very little is known about how many dollars are invested to improve quality of care nationally or who makes that investment, and there is insufficient evidence about whether or how the quality of care has actually improved. However, what is known is that there is a long way to go. There is no yearly clinically detailed comprehensive report on the epidemiology of quality. Quality can be defined with more reliability and validity, but there is little information about which mechanisms for improving quality work better than others.

More than a decade ago, as the quality improvement movement seemed to stall, many, including the Institute of Medicine, questioned whether the words or concept “quality of health care” had caught the attention of the US public and whether sufficient resources were being invested in the quality movement to actually improve care.
As a result, there was a major effort to relabel and morph the quality improvement movement into the patient safety movement.\cite{8}

The difference between quality and safety is not clear. If a surgeon removes the wrong limb, is that a quality problem or a safety problem? Are errors of commission (ie, placing a feeding tube in the lungs as opposed to the stomach) and errors of omission (ie, failing to give a surgical patient anticoagulation) problems of quality or safety? In any event, refocusing quality to safety seemed to have reenergized the quality improvement movement for a period.

However, the change did not produce the sustained momentum desired by leaders. So the quality improvement movement began to change again. The focus shifted from improving the outcome of care (ie, health of patients) to establishing a business case for quality. The argument was that in most industries improving the quality of the product saved money (fewer recalls, better and less expensive products), so investing in quality of health care should also save money. Organizations and researchers trying to obtain grant funding were asked to demonstrate the business case for quality. Although there are some examples in the literature to support the concept that better quality of care is less expensive, few studies have produced information that could be generalized across time and institutional settings. Indeed, it is the rare article that actually includes measurement of cost or expenditures in a study that attempts to improve quality.\cite{9} Of course, many chief executive officers in organizations from insurance companies to nursing homes invest in and evaluate projects designed both to improve quality and reduce cost. However, the information derived from such activities is not generally in the public domain.

So more than 40 years after the birth of the quality improvement movement, there is still not much known about what has been accomplished. There is little information about whether quality is better in one state or country than another; what the relationship is between the amount a country spends on health care and the quality of care provided in its health care system; whether a business case for quality actually exists in an individual institution or physician’s office; and whether the amount of money spent on improving quality is too little or too much.

In addition, there is little debate about how to allocate health care dollars between developing new technologies or improving the quality of care of existing systems. For example, a company develops a new drug that for $30 000 provides one person one good year of life. Such a drug would meet the criteria set by the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) and would be included in the formulary in the UK’s National Health Service (NHS).\cite{10} Would individuals in the NHS have been better off if the funding needed to provide this drug were spent on improving the quality of care given to diabetic children—care that, in turn, could prevent or delay complications? For that matter, there are no publicly available data to answer the question of whether spending $30 000 on quality improvement activities could produce 0, 1, or 100 additional good years of life.
In considering the next 50 years of quality assurance activities, perhaps academicians and industry leaders should embrace the business case for quality and focus on the nexus of quality and cost. What is needed is a health care system at the intersection of higher quality and lower cost. In order to get there, the orientation of the entire academic quality field from research to implementation needs to be changed to include cost as well as quality and to understand how to obtain the greatest return for investment.

Instead of trying to fill gaps in knowledge about the epidemiology of quality, the focus should be on developing an epidemiology of value, which contains both measurement of cost and quality, and is applicable to both the developed and developing world. The results of this work would help to distinguish between a level of quality that is a good value and the best available quality that may produce small improvements in health at enormous cost.

Developing such a plan will require much more than current international data comparing life expectancy to total expenditures on health care because much of life expectancy is not under the control of the health care system. For instance, the following types of questions need to be answered. If an individual has a myocardial infarction in London, New York, Los Angeles, or Athens, what is the quality of care he or she will receive, what is the likelihood he or she will survive, and what is the cost in each city for producing that level of quality and that health outcome? Perhaps this exercise would help leaders of hospitals and health systems to make a business case for investing in improving quality.

Facilitating such an agenda will require changing the names of organizations. Organizations with names such as the International Society for Quality in Health Care might change to the International Society for Value in Health Care. Perhaps quality researchers and other individuals who lead quality improvement activities should no longer meet just with their own community, which is mostly concerned with health, but also with managers, economists, and financial experts.

It may be possible to answer questions about what has happened to quality of care in the world in the last 40 years, and at the same time, answer the more difficult question of what investments in quality improvement are worthwhile. Establishing the business case for quality would be a win-win proposition for everyone. Maybe it will lead to more time and money being spent on improving the current system rather than paying for some new products and technologies that are costly and produce only marginal improvements in health.
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A Physician = Emotion + Passion + Science

Robert H. Brook, MD, ScD
JAMA, December 8, 2010—Vol. 304, No. 22, pp. 2528–2529

Pick up JAMA or The Annals of Internal Medicine, and what do you notice? The cover of JAMA is selected with meticulous detail and tells a story relevant to the world, to medicine, and to the right brain. Both journals devote space to something more personal than a scientific article: in the case of JAMA, “A Piece of My Mind” and in the case of the Annals of Internal Medicine, “On Being a Doctor.” There is even a place for poetry written by physicians. It is not clear how many physicians actually read their copy of JAMA or the Annals of Internal Medicine when they receive it, but it would be interesting to know how many of them read the sections that appeal to emotion, passion, and the right brain. In “A Piece of My Mind” or “On Being a Doctor,” the reader confronts a personal story written in the first person with undisguised emotions—passionate and compelling. Often the stories connect the reader with parts of medicine that have confronted every physician: death, dying, the nontypical patient, one’s own frailty, or one’s own health.

These personal stories comprise only a minor element in these scholarly journals. But most journals have no such element. No matter how diligently the science contained in the journals has been reviewed, no matter how aggressive the editors have been in identifying topics and work relevant to the practice of medicine, the scientific articles are written in a manner that, in many instances, adopts a bland, somnolent tone. The language has no passion, conveys no emotion. The words stimulate no visual image. Physicians have been taught to present their science in what is called a “flat manner”: let the facts speak for themselves. Get rid of adverbs and adjectives, pictures, first person, and just let the science sing.

However, science rarely sings. What if science were presented in the same passionate, emotional style as in those accounts of personal experiences that moved the physician who wrote them? Instead of requiring a science article to have the standard introductory, methods, results, and discussion sections with a certain number of words and a certain number of tables, science articles should perhaps include cartoons, pictures, or emotional images that contain meaning and require the use of both the right and left brain. Perhaps permitting the personal would not degrade the scientific process but rather increase the likelihood that the information contained in the journals would actually be read, absorbed, and used.¹
Not very long ago, most of the practice of medicine was really about the information contained in the “A Piece of My Mind” or “On Being a Doctor” sections of the journals. There was very little science or technology that made a lot of a difference. Each patient was an individual with a family and a community. Each physician was an individual with a small amount of technology at his or her disposal. Every patient required a different art of care, whether it was the way the patient was touched by the physician or the manner in which experiences were shared or questions were asked. Without available or sufficient health insurance, physicians and patients had to work together to produce treatment plans that were consistent with the patients’ culture and socioeconomic status and that reflected the patients’ values about the kind of care they wanted and did not want.

That relationship between the physician and the patient changed. Although there was always a desire to remain healthy, as the science and technology of medicine improved, both physicians and patients wanted to take advantage of those potential health benefits. As technology continues to improve, contact with patients becomes more standardized. Procedures and tests are now easier to perform and do not require an artist to accomplish them; rather, they require someone who follows guidelines and operational manuals to make sure that the process of medicine is standardized so that maximum health benefits can be obtained. Thus, it is not unexpected that the communication of scientific advances in medicine would also become standardized, emotionless, and dispassionate.

However, the world of communication has changed. Today, the Internet, Facebook, LinkedIn, and all sorts of connected devices allow humans to immediately share photographs, emotions, thoughts, and passions. It is difficult to imagine a young physician growing up in this communication environment, trying to focus his or her brain on science studies that seem to be written in a language as foreign as medieval English would be to modern inhabitants of the British Isles.

Can anything be done about this? Can information be conveyed with both scientific accuracy and with readability for the next generation of physicians? It would be interesting to experiment with a process that puts passion, emotion, and science together in a new way, producing peer-reviewed, objective information that is consistent with the experiences of the new generation of physicians and clinicians now being trained. It would be nice if the arrival of JAMA or the Annals of Internal Medicine at the door prompted curiosity and anticipation rather than, perhaps, a sense of duty.

Perhaps some baby steps can be taken. The last paragraph of a scientific article could contain a paragraph in the first-person that reflected feelings. For example, after publishing the results from the RAND Health Insurance Experiment, I was sad. My coauthors and I demonstrated that providing care free to patients did not improve their health any more than did the care for which they paid a portion. Why was the medical care system so sloppy and chaotic that more care did not lead to better health? I was angry that I would spend part of my life defending co-payments because the American
public could not be offered a system in which care was free at the point of service and actually produced better health.

If I had written an article for the “A Piece of My Mind” section, it would have been about watching my mother die from old age slowly at home. After sharing that each visit ended with tears, I would like to have asked a question about the science of dying. Can social isolation be reduced at the end of life? Can better systems of dying be put in place? Is everyone going to die in isolation? Is there a science of feeling at the end of life?

Medicine needs to be scientifically based, but physicians need to be engaged through their passions and emotions. The process of medical education can be redesigned to pay attention to all these desirable qualities simultaneously. The type of passionate, emotional, and personal messages conveyed in “A Piece of My Mind” or “On Being a Doctor” need not be a separate department in a journal, kept distinct from discussion of a new advance in the clinical practice of medicine.
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In the 1970s, health care was simpler. The fields of transplant surgery, clinical pharmacology, and clinical oncology, among others, were just emerging. The proportion of the gross national product spent on health care was in the low single digits. There were no preferred provider organizations, no publicly available data indicating which surgeon was better than another, no evidence-based medicine movement, or any other kind of information designed to help individuals make treatment choices. In the 1970s, it was reasonable for health insurance to cover the entire gamut of health care, from what currently would be called complementary and alternative medicine to traditional medicine. For those with health insurance, no matter what kind of service a physician and patient agreed to, the service was covered without either evidence that it was effective or prior authorization.

Forty years later, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act \(^1\) requires that the federal government define an essential benefit package for those individuals who will obtain insurance through the new health insurance exchanges. The Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services has asked the Institute of Medicine to assist in this activity.\(^2\)

What is an essential benefit package? One definition is a package that covers anything a physician and patient want, regardless of whether there is clinical evidence to support its use. Patients might be asked to share some portion of the cost of the package benefit, which would help to control use. Cost sharing is effective in reducing the amount of care used. But as the RAND Health Insurance Experiment of the 1970s demonstrated, cost sharing neither changed the quality of care that was delivered, nor did it change whether patients went to physicians for conditions that really required medical care.\(^3\) Stated another way, cost sharing exerted some control on the amount of care used, but it did not change the mix of appropriate or inappropriate care that was used, or improve the quality of care that was provided. Even free care did not affect the mix of care or quality.\(^3\)

So how should an essential benefit be designed in an era when health care is far more expensive, the number of tests and procedures is significantly greater, and evidence-based medicine is the slogan of the day? In addition, consumers have access,
at least in theory, to data describing the quality of hospitals, physicians, and health care facilities, complicating discussions regarding what is an essential benefit.

What do individuals want in health care? Obviously, they want to receive the treatment or procedure that can best help to improve their health status. Individuals do not want medical services that are not needed, but they do want those that are. Most individuals probably prefer not to travel very far to obtain needed care. Furthermore, many may ask whether, if given the opportunity, they should seek care from the physician they know or are referred to, or whether they should choose a “better” physician in their local area, or even travel to a health facility such as one of the top-rated hospitals in the country to receive the required procedure, operation, or treatment. Whatever their choice, patients want to be treated humanely—to be respected as individuals and dealt with equitably and compassionately.

This is the complicated context in which health care reform is being implemented and an essential benefit plan is being defined. As the definition process moves forward, answers will be needed for questions that may be uncomfortable to discuss openly, such as whether expensive but marginally effective procedures or medicines should be covered. Another issue is whether an essential benefit package should allow patients to choose where and from whom they receive care with no financial consequences of their decision. Should an essential benefit plan allow this choice only if evidence shows that more expensive physicians and hospitals improve health status and outcomes more than those that are less expensive? What will happen if a patient has reliable information that a particular hospital provides a specific treatment better, or perhaps even far better, than the hospital covered in the patient’s essential benefit plan? Will the patient have any recourse? How can patients be empowered and costs be controlled at the same time?

What are the precedents set elsewhere for essential health care benefits? Some countries that provide citizens with basic health care packages do not include choice of either physician or hospital as part of the essential benefit plan. In Israel, for example, a patient has to pay more for the privilege of choosing a specific surgeon.4

The following illustration makes these issues more concrete. A middle-aged man has a condition that meets evidence-based criteria for having coronary artery bypass graft surgery. If he undergoes the operation performed by the best surgeon in his local area or in his region of the country, he will be less likely to die. For example, depending on the patient’s health, his expected death rate would be 1% not 2%. The patient’s health plan, in theory, allows him to make such choices, but the choice is associated with additional cost. After having had a quantitative decision-analytical conversation with his trusted, evidence-based practicing physician in his medical home or accountable health care organization about the adverse effects and the benefits of the procedure, and after reading information on a trustworthy publicly available Web site, the patient decides that he wants to undergo the operation performed by the better surgeon, as defined by available data. However, his health plan requires him to pay an
additional $20,000 to have that surgeon do the procedure in the selected hospital, relative to his cost at the hospital in his essential benefit plan. Would this financial burden change the decision?

The Affordable Care Act will add a large number of US citizens to the Medicaid system. When the total number of Medicaid beneficiaries is added to the number of individuals whose health care will be provided by the new insurance exchanges, it becomes clear that what the government chooses to do in defining an essential benefit package will significantly shape both the public and private medical market. It is not sufficient to say that the package will only cover care that evidence shows will benefit the patient. If the available evidence compares one physician or hospital with another, will the same evidence-based principles be applied in defining an essential benefit package? Sports enthusiasts know that whenever a professional athlete is injured, the athlete will seek care for the injury from the best clinician at the best clinic. There is no question about who should perform the needed procedure. As health care reform is implemented, average US citizens will be asking: Is the essential benefit package good enough to protect them and their family and help them live a healthy life? In other words, can the patient and family be certain that they can afford the best hospital or physician if the choice might make a meaningful difference in health?

Individuals cannot predict what procedures they will need, or whether receiving care from a better physician or hospital is potentially life-saving. But if an empowered individual takes the time to access reliable Web sites providing information about the quality of needed care, should acting on such information be discouraged by financial consequences that are part of an essential benefit plan? If the answer is yes, then the movement toward reporting results of surgeons and hospitals will probably lead to a society in which the wealthy receive care from the better hospitals and physicians, and they know it.
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Health services research is “a multidisciplinary field of scientific investigation that studies how social factors, financing systems, organizational structures and processes, health technologies, and personal behaviors affect access to healthcare, the quality and cost of health care, and ultimately our health and well-being.” During the last 50 years, health service researchers have developed tools and techniques that have profoundly affected the way medicine is practiced. The field developed measures of health and quality and ways to incorporate risk adjustment as a function of the characteristics that patients bring to a clinical encounter. These techniques have made it possible to increase measures of health as outcomes in clinical trials and to pay physicians based on their performance. Health services research has built an empirical foundation for empowering patients by providing information that compares quality of care or health outcomes across hospitals or physicians.

What health services research has not done is revolutionize the way medicine is practiced to increase its value and to moderate costs. The United States spends more than 17% of its gross national product on health care; understandably, individuals and families are concerned that health care in the future will be unaffordable. Policy makers are struggling to bend the cost curve by fundamentally altering how physicians and hospitals deliver care. These efforts assume the existence of a comprehensive science-based framework at the patient-physician level that can be used to change the way medicine is practiced. However, such a framework does not exist. The health services research community and practitioners in academic medical centers have tried to address the issue of value in health care, but their efforts have been focused primarily at the level of a single research grant. An integrated effort is needed that crosses specialties, diseases, and conditions, enabling physicians to help bring about the necessary changes.

The purpose of this Commentary is to urge development of an active coalition between leaders in clinical practice and health services researchers to address 5 issues essential for radically changing the practice of medicine: reliability, appropriateness, frequency, labor, and transparency.
Reliability

Many clinical processes and their health outcomes are not reliable.\textsuperscript{3,4} For example, if 2 physicians listen to a patient’s heart, do they hear the same thing? If they read the results of a coronary angiography, are their readings consistent?\textsuperscript{5} Numerous isolated studies have focused on reliability, but there is no integrated science of reliability or a process for incorporating findings from individual studies into clinical practice. A method is needed to ensure that the information used to inform clinical decision making is reliably collected and interpreted. The need is particularly acute because the field of diagnostics will expand substantially in the next 5 years, and the number of diagnostic tests will increase significantly. Wider use of electronic medical records also increases the importance of improving reliability.

Appropriateness

Assuming physicians have reliable information, how can this information be used to make decisions about appropriateness? Studies documenting inappropriate care are published frequently. For instance, a recent report suggested that among patients who received an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator, approximately 1 in 5 did not meet evidence-based criteria supporting use of these devices.\textsuperscript{6} But these data are based on isolated studies. Clinical practice has not changed to address concerns about appropriateness across multiple procedures and tests.

Frequency

There is virtually no information about how often any medical test or treatment should be performed. For example, how frequently should blood pressure be monitored or mammograms performed, or how much radiation is necessary to control a tumor? The question of frequency cuts across every branch of medicine, but there is virtually no science of frequency to draw on for answers. Reducing the frequency of performing some medical procedures could eliminate shortages of equipment and professionals. If information were more reliable, health outcomes might be the same even though the frequency of follow-up tests and procedures was reduced.

Labor

Labor represents another major issue for the medical profession. What kind of care can safely be delivered by nonphysicians? In every aspect of medicine there are examples of procedures that do not require a physician. For example, must the primary care physi-
Can a motivational coach who urges patients to exercise and lose weight? Can a computer that recognizes patterns partially replace specialists? A science that specifies the training necessary for certain clinical activities is needed.

Transparency

Clinical leaders and health services researchers need to know how far transparency and patient empowerment will evolve and how care will be affected by public dissemination of data about the performance of individual physicians and hospitals. The consumer movement in medicine is now in its infancy and focused primarily on a few aspects of quality of care, but by 2020, patient information, possibly including prices, will determine the framework within which patients and physicians interact.

Moving Forward

Substantial courage will be needed to pursue this agenda. The interests supporting the status quo are formidable. Not all individuals support the status quo for business reasons, and most physicians do not want to change the way they interact with patients. But how medicine is practiced must change in a way that fosters close collaboration between the research community and the clinical community so that resistance does not become clinicians’ operating mode.

An example of reluctance to change is the medical profession’s reaction to the extensive body of research focused on appropriateness of care—work suggesting that a substantial percentage of care was either inappropriate or equivocal. This work was published in major medical journals around the world.\(^7,8\) But physicians did not embrace the findings and modify the way they practiced medicine. Instead, they reaffirmed their commitment to doing exactly what they had been doing. Ironically, insurance carriers adopted the appropriateness techniques and developed utilization review procedures to control what physicians did by controlling what would be compensated. How different the world would be if a collaborative, empowered group of researchers and medical leaders had worked together before the appropriateness work was published so that the results were instantly adopted, thus increasing reliability.

It is time for medicine to reinvent itself—for researchers and clinicians to form a strategic partnership and to embrace the goal of exponentially increasing medicine’s value. Physicians need to become part of the solution in the US health care system. The system’s problems should not be addressed by politicians, who are virtually powerless to effect meaningful change in health care until physicians fix the way care is delivered.

How physicians provide care for patients has to become more reliable, more appropriate, and more transparent. In addition, high-quality care needs to be delivered
by professionals with the appropriate level of training and education so that each professional can practice at the top of his or her knowledge base.
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Accountable Care Organizations and Community Empowerment

Benjamin F. Springgate, MD, MPH (Tulane University School of Medicine)
Robert H. Brook, MD, ScD (RAND Corporation)

Implementation of the Affordable Care Act and health care reform is under way. A central dimension of this process that has captured health sector interest is development and implementation of accountable care organizations (ACOs). ACOs are formal collaborations of health care professionals who agree to assume responsibility for providing a specific and potentially comprehensive set of health care services to a defined population of at least 5000 Medicare recipients. ACOs are considered to have the potential to reconfigure care-delivery systems to align incentives among physicians, other health professionals, hospitals, and payers (primarily the federal government through Medicare and the federal share of Medicaid) with the goal of increasing perceived value of care, improving clinical outcomes, and lowering health care costs (the triple aim).1 The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services has indicated that the secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services will share some portion of savings derived from lower costs of ACO care with ACO clinicians.2

Less apparent to the public during this period of historic change are the struggles occurring in US board rooms among hospital groups, specialty physicians, and primary care clinicians—debating quietly but intensely over how to form these ACOs, how to be accountable for care delivery, and how to divide anticipated savings derived from ACOs. However, in most of these settings, important constituencies—middle class and other working patients whose health and welfare are at stake—are not included in the discussions.

This suggests a number of provocative speculations. Would the discussions be any different if this community of patients participated as equal principals in forming ACOs alongside their physicians and hospital representatives? In many ways, the ACOs proposed today were anticipated by the models of community-oriented primary care debated nearly 3 decades ago except that community-oriented primary care more explicitly expected “involvement of the community in the promotion of its health.”3 Group Health Cooperative, a Puget Sound health care system, well known for high quality of care, has for nearly as long ensured community involvement and leadership through its elected patient board and patient councils.4
If presented with the option, would communities of patients require specific benefits, roles, and responsibilities in exchange for participating in an ACO? Would the behaviors of community members resemble those of blocs of shareholders in a corporation, partners in a group venture, or patient-board members of neighborhood health centers? Would this kind of patient relationship with the formal care delivery system potentially change the social contract of health care delivery and increase the likelihood of achieving the triple aim, ie, improving the health of the population, enhancing the patient experience of care, and reducing or controlling the per capita cost of health care or some piece of it? Would communities of patient shareholders perceive each of these aims as equally relevant or valuable? Would they perceive the aims in the same way or differently from how they are perceived by provider groups? Might engaged and empowered communities be more motivated to work with clinicians to receive needed health care services or to engage in health-promoting behaviors if granted an equitable voice in discussions about how the health care system to which they subscribe is configured and implemented?

Would it make a difference if that opportunity came now, before the ACOs have been fully developed, as opposed to bringing in these communities as partners after the ACO was already functioning? Would this opportunity to participate in decision making—to argue, to vote, to express opinion freely about an individual’s own health care system in a forum with real power—have an effect on health and potentially represent a step toward more effective and more patient-centered care? The freedom of individuals to participate in decisions that have significant influence on their lives has been proposed as an important way to improve health and economic functioning.

Similarly, patients are believed to benefit from playing active roles in health care choices and decision making. Patient-centered medical homes have been widely promoted in recent years as a means to achieve improved health outcomes and enhance patient participation in care. Yet, programs that formally recognize patient-centered medical homes may not require any input from patients in the recognition process. Analogous assessment programs are currently under consideration for the evaluation of ACOs. Might an ACO be more cost-effective if a majority of the community of patient-shareholders routinely reviewed independent measurements of quality of care and expenditure decisions and provided guidance to the ACO’s management?

As an alternative, some communities of patients may be more motivated to contribute to improved health care outcomes and cost savings by the opportunity to receive a monetary return on their investment of active participation in an ACO. Such incentives appear to work well for physicians and hospital groups—why not for patients? A part of shared savings returned to an ACO might be divided with participating groups of patients. Perhaps this portion of the shared savings could even be construed as a tax refund for the patient-shareholders. Few would argue against aligning financial interests to improve outcomes while also lowering the effective tax rate.
It is possible that financial return on community-shareholder participation would indirectly promote choices of healthful activities such as community decisions to invest in fresh produce markets or to purchase group memberships in exercise programs. Perhaps specific groups of Medicare patients would reinvest the ACO savings in group shareholder benefits such as lower medication co-pays, or a patient-accessible community center with a gymnasium where none currently exists.

Are such visions of community engagement in health care unrealistic or already emerging in ways that even a few months ago could not have been imagined? For instance, opportunities for communities of patients to make their voices heard have increased dramatically, aided in part by social media and participatory technologies such as Facebook, Twitter, short-message service (SMS) text, and e-mail. Can communities of patient-shareholders be recruited to join an ACO and can their involvement in ACOs effectively be operationalized? Would physicians and hospitals even permit such a dramatic step toward more patient-centered care?

The high and accelerating increases in the cost of health care and the limited roles of patients in decision making central to health and health care delivery are too real to ignore. Decision making by distal proxies such as elected legislators may no longer be enough to address the United States’ mounting problems with health care, outcomes, and costs.
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It is a cliché to observe that everyone lives in a global economy. Anyone who travels internationally can see how rapidly the world is becoming similar in terms of shops, goods, and services. Perhaps it is timely to reengage physicians in the discussion of international comparative data about health care and to ask why the United States is so provincial in designing the systems by which care is delivered.

Recently the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) published Health at a Glance 2009,¹ the annual compilation of health statistics from 30 countries. Even though most of the data are from 2007, these statistics provide revealing snapshots of various aspects of health and health systems, especially when comparing several US statistics to comparable statistics from other countries.

Seventeen comparisons were selected to be representative of the different concepts (health status, nonmedical determinants of health, health work force, health care activities, quality of care, and health expenditures) that are covered in the OECD report. The comparisons (reported as United States; another country) are as follows.

1. Life expectancy in the United States is 78.1 years; in Switzerland, it is 81.9 years.¹(pp15-41)
2. Years of life lost before age 70 per 100 000 men is 6291; in Italy, it is 3605.¹(pp15-41)
3. The age-standardized ischemic heart mortality rate per 100 000 males is 145; in France, it is 54.¹(pp15-41)
4. The percentage of newborns weighing less than 2500 g is 8.3%; in Ireland, it is 5%.¹(pp15-41)
5. The percentage of children aged 11 to 15 years who are overweight or obese is 29.8%; in Belgium, it is 10.5%.¹(pp43-57)
6. The number of practicing physicians per 1000 population is 2.4; in Belgium, it is 4.0.¹(pp59-85)
7. The percentage of US physicians who are non-US trained is 25.9%; in the Netherlands, the percentage of non-Netherlands–trained physicians is 6.3%.¹(pp59-85)
8. The ratio of the self-employed specialist’s average salary to the average salary of a full-time employee is 5.6:1; in Germany, the ratio is 4.1:1. For a self-employed general practitioner, the comparable ratio is 3.7:1; in Canada, it is 3.1:1.¹(pp59-85)
9. The number of physician consultations per capita is 3.8; in Germany, it is 7.5, and in Japan, it is 13.6.1(pp87-109)
10. The number of consultations per physician per year (data are from administrative sources and include visits in physician offices, hospital outpatient clinics, or patient homes) is 1570; in Korea, it is 7251 and in Canada, it is 3335 (fee-for-service visits only).1(pp87-109)
11. The number of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machines per 1 000 000 of population is 25.9; in Japan, it is 40.1; in Canada, it is 6.7.1(pp87-109)
12. The number of MRI examinations per 1000 population is 91.2; in Canada, the number is 31.2.1(pp87-109)
13. The hospital discharge rate is 126 per 1000; in France, it is 274.1(pp87-109)
14. The coronary revascularization rate is 521 per 100 000; in Switzerland, it is 144 and in Ireland, it is 128.1(pp87-109)
15. The number of patients treated for end-stage renal failure is 169 per 100 000 population; in the Netherlands, it is 77.1(pp87-109)
16. The age-sex standardized in-hospital death rate for acute myocardial infarction is 5.1%; in Sweden, it is 2.9%.1(pp111-137)
17. Health expenditures are 16.0% of gross domestic product; in France, 11% and in Ireland, 7.6%.1(pp157-173)

What might physicians do with these or other similar data? Physicians have shown little interest in this kind of documented variation in health care systems within a country, let alone across 30 countries. Perhaps it is time to reduce that indifference. When medical societies debate the number of fellowships or residency positions needed, perhaps they should take heed of the international data. Perhaps MRI purchase decisions in the United States should be informed by some understanding of the role that MRIs play in other countries. How do other countries manage to reduce the number of individuals receiving renal dialysis or undergoing revascularization procedures or to decrease the mortality rate from myocardial infarction? Should anyone in the United States care that a physician in Korea manages 7251 patient visits in 1 year?

Clients of the OECD are the governments of its member countries. The question is whether government ministers of health can use OECD data to produce a better health care system when physicians ignore the data.

Advances in electronic medical records and information sciences will exponentially increase the amount of comparative data that can be produced across countries. Physicians should help to direct the type of data collected and to increase the validity and reliability of these data. At the same time, there needs to be a more open exploration of what data suggest about how the US health care system is performing and how it can be improved.

In this Commentary, the United States is compared with individual countries rather than to the mean of the OECD 30-country sample. This was done because each
of the countries with which the United States was compared has a different type of health care system, a different culture, different population characteristics, and different ways of delivering clinical care. Any of these factors could contribute to the differences reflected in the OECD data.

Using these data wisely to improve health and health care requires physician input and leadership. Future international comparisons should include actionable tasks that physicians believe should be pursued to reduce cross-country variations in health outcomes, to eliminate waste, and to increase value and improve health. Perhaps there is a right rate for MRIs per person or patient visits per physician. Perhaps reducing variation in life expectancy per country can be achieved by physicians assuming a leadership role in examining these data and then altering the clinical methods used. Perhaps in the near future, when the attending physician making hospital rounds says that the US population is exposed to 3 times the number of MRIs than the Canadian population, the statement will be followed with a clinical explanation and a call for action. It should be known at a clinical level why these rates differ and which, if any, are more appropriate. This can be done only with physician input.
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The looming US budget crisis figures prominently in daily news. The amount of money spent on medical care is increasing faster than the gross domestic product (GDP), and the federal deficit is increasing. Budget experts believe that the deficit cannot be reduced unless medical spending can be controlled. What role will physicians play in controlling health care cost growth? Are physicians even willing to play a role?

Realistically, physicians face 3 scenarios in controlling health care costs. In the first scenario, physicians do nothing. Cost increases continue unabated and the proportion of GDP spent on health care continues to increase. But sooner or later, with or without the help of physicians, the cost crisis will have to be confronted. In a crisis mode, the solution to the spending problem may not be what physicians, or their patients, want.

In the second scenario, health care is rationed. When the “R” word is mentioned, all rational discussion ceases, but the inexorable production of devices, drugs, and procedures that generates both health benefits and higher costs may eventually force the rationing decision.1 There are multiple ways of implementing rationing, but most individuals would like to prevent it.

In the third scenario, physicians take the lead in identifying and eliminating waste in US health care. Physicians could define waste by assigning all services to 1 of 4 types of care—ineffective, equivocal, appropriate, or necessary. With inappropriate care, the potential health benefit to the patient is less than the potential harm caused by the procedure, device, or drug. With equivocal care, potential harm and benefit are about equal. With appropriate care, potential benefit to the patient exceeds potential harm. Necessary care is appropriate, represents the only viable option, and produces a large health benefit.

An economist would define waste differently. Waste to an economist is an expenditure that does not produce commensurate value. Many economists believe that the value of a human life is at least $3 million, if not twice that.2 Therefore, care that provides 1 good year of quality life and costs less than $50,000 to $100,000 is not wasteeful,2 but care that produces a year of good life and costs more than $150,000 is waste-
ful. Physicians prefer the medical definition. But it is not known how much clinical waste is in the system.

For example, consider the best performing hospitals or health systems in the United States, defined by some measure of quality or efficiency. Based on either metric, how much waste is there in those hospitals or health systems? To answer this question, a tool is needed to measure clinical waste. A comprehensive tool to measure waste across all clinical services does not exist today, but there are many tools that focus on certain aspects of care. After a more complete tool is developed, patients treated in the best performing hospitals or health systems could be sampled after stratifying them based on the total amount of money they spent on health care anywhere in a given year. After the sample is selected, each patient’s medical record could be reviewed and each service received assigned to 1 of the 4 categories (inappropriate, equivocal, appropriate, or necessary).

It would not be very expensive to conduct this review of records for a reasonable sample of patients. The result would be a rough estimate of the potential waste in the system—that is, the proportion of services that were in the inappropriate or equivocal categories. If circumstances demanded, the definition of waste could be expanded to any service that was not in the necessary category.

Once the proportion of care in each category is determined, what portion of health care costs is associated with each category could be determined. In doing this, how eliminating wasteful services affects short-term costs, long-term costs, fixed costs, average costs, and marginal costs could be assessed. In addition, if wasteful services are eliminated, necessary services that the patient did not receive might need to be added (eg, angioplasty is eliminated for a patient with stable angina but additional medical therapy is required). The cost of these additional necessary services would need to be deducted from the previous estimate of savings.

This process would generate an estimate of the proportion of care in top-performing hospitals or health systems that is wasteful and the amount of money that could be saved if clinical methods were improved. If the work is performed correctly, it might even be possible to assign ranges and confidence intervals to the estimates.

Some individuals may be more comfortable sampling care in average hospitals and health care systems. Whatever the sample, if the proportion of care estimated to be wasteful comprises only a small percentage of total costs, then eliminating waste is not a promising policy option for cost containment.

Delivery of health care in the United States is entering troubled waters. There are proposals being considered to roll back government-sponsored health insurance and proposals to limit the benefits individuals have under health insurance. It is unclear whether any of these proposals would have political traction if the US government did not have an enormous budget deficit, driven by uncontrolled Medicaid and Medicare expenditures. The next political window regarding the future of the US health care system is likely to open right after the next presidential election. Before draconian mea-
sures are enacted, the waste question needs a scientific answer that physicians agree is valid and reliable.

Physicians should not be taken by surprise. If physicians can help reduce the budget deficit by eliminating waste in the health care system, the profession must agree on what proportion of care is wasteful. Better would be to identify strategies for eliminating waste within a very few years. Such strategies must include teaching all physicians how to recognize and eliminate clinical waste. Board certification examinations and tests in medical school could require physicians to separate waste from necessary care and demonstrate that they use such knowledge in day-to-day practice. Board certified physicians could represent only those physicians who not only provide high-quality care, but do so with minimal amounts of waste. Hospitals viewed as the country’s best could be those hospitals that reduce clinical waste to a minimum. Without agreement within the medical profession about the magnitude of clinical waste, physicians cannot hope to have a strong influence in the health care cost debate.

In this Commentary, waste has been defined as the use of clinical services that cannot be classified as necessary or necessary and appropriate, but there are other definitions of waste. For example, a service could be defined as wasteful if it is performed by someone with a high salary, when it could be performed with the same outcome by someone who is paid less. Similarly, it is wasteful for a physician to perform a service that a computer could perform at a lower cost with equivalent outcomes, or for a necessary service to be delivered inefficiently. Such considerations have been excluded not because they are unimportant, but because the first step must be to reach agreement on which clinical services, under what circumstances, currently being provided are wasteful and could be eliminated, with resulting cost savings. The upstream implications of reaching consensus are extraordinary.

Because the budget crisis is really a crisis, it behooves physicians to answer the waste question as rapidly as possible. Without an answer, there is no hope that an appropriate policy process for reining in health care costs will be identified. Physicians need to speak with one voice. Is there sufficient clinical waste to help address the federal budget deficit? If the answer is yes, physicians must be prepared to act quickly. If the answer is no, physicians must ensure that society understands the value of increasing health care expenditures more quickly than GDP growth, so that society can decide how much, if any, rationing will be necessary.
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Can the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute Become Relevant to Controlling Medical Costs and Improving Value?

Robert H. Brook, MD, ScD

One result of health care reform legislation was establishment of the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI). This relatively generously funded institute is intended to provide support for research that “helps people make informed healthcare decisions and allows their voice to be heard in assessing the value of healthcare options.” This kind of research “assesses the benefits and harms of preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic, or healthcare delivery system interventions to inform decision-making, highlighting comparisons and outcomes that matter to people.”

Research that the PCORI funds will not find the vaccine to cure cancer, the medication to eliminate obesity, or the treatment to cure Alzheimer disease. But the PCORI’s research is important. This research can help physicians and patients decide which of multiple tests or therapies is slightly better or no different in terms of its effects on patients with specific symptoms or diseases. PCORI research can help to determine how the delivery of health care can be improved, perhaps by altering the way that teams of health professionals are assembled, or the ways that e-mail or telephone communication are used to deliver care.

Collecting detailed data about the cost of interventions being compared is not within the PCORI’s scope, even though value, which most individuals believe includes cost, is central to the institute’s mission. An example from past research brings the effect of this decision into sharper focus. More than 40 years ago, the US government funded the RAND Health Insurance Experiment (HIE). Its purpose was to test whether patient cost sharing affected health care use, quality, health status, and cost of care. The HIE was so large that both the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the president had to authorize its funding. Indeed, the HIE was a page in the president’s budget book. To replicate the HIE today might cost $1 billion—an amount similar to the PCORI’s budget. Among the findings of the HIE that have been adopted is the use of patient cost sharing to incentivize patient and physician behavior.

What if the president, instead of signing off on the experiment, had said that the US government would pay for understanding how cost sharing affects health (which is
what patients value) but that no cost data could be reported, and that the HIE’s results
could not be used to affect policy directly?

Within a few years, hundreds of studies funded by the PCORI will begin to
appear in medical journals. Whether the studies focus on a test, a therapy, or a health
delivery intervention, the results will be 1 of 2 types: (1) the test, therapy, or interven-
tions being assessed led to small but statistically significant changes in health or another
health outcome (some effects are likely to be small for an individual, but important
when generalized to a large population); or (2) the alternatives being compared were
deemed to be equivalent (all interventions produce different outcomes but small dif-
fences are difficult to detect, and powerful designs and large sample sizes are needed
to detect them). However, regardless of the results of these studies, cost information
almost certainly will not be included.

How might such studies be used by a patient and physician? Fast-forward to a
potential conversation. Assume that the results are equivalent and the patient says to
the physician: “I heard the distinguished leader of the Medicare program speak about
the need for affordable health care. I want to do my part to keep Medicare costs down
so give me the less expensive intervention, as long as my health is not impaired as a
result.” Other than scratching his or her head, how can the physician determine which
of the 2 therapies would turn out to be less expensive either for the patient or for the
system? If the results of the interventions showed a difference and the patient, who has
a high deductible health plan, wants to know whether it is worth paying for X vs Y,
how will the physician respond?

To the patient and the health system, value should mean both health and cost.
For example, some employed individuals with chronic disease decreased their use of
statins and antihypertensive medications in response to small increases in co-payment.
This outcome would not have occurred if the patient’s share of the cost of the medica-
tion were not important. But in the absence of data about the cost of the intervention,
it is impossible to inform patients about the effects of the trade-off they are making.
So what can be done?

A scientific and political case could be made to amend health care legislation to
require that cost be included in the studies that the PCORI funds. But in the cur-
rent political environment, such a move could place the institute at grave risk of being
defunded.

The research community could reject the policy of excluding cost by not applying
for and not accepting funding under the conditions established by the PCORI. There
is precedent for this kind of stance. For example, the federal government funds some
important work by contract with the proviso in some contracts that the work cannot
be published. This condition could be considered analogous to excluding cost data in
the PCORI studies. To their credit, many researchers and institutions do not apply for,
or accept, federal monies under such conditions.
Medical journals choosing to publish the PCORI-funded research that does not include cost data could encourage authors to consider including comments about the potential implications of cost in clinical decision making in the discussion section of the article. The journals could also ensure that an accompanying editorial discusses cost implications.

Another approach might be to establish an institute for value-based health care, governed with complete independence from its sponsors. Private industries and foundations both have interests that might motivate them to fund such an institute. After an article based on the PCORI-funded research was published, investigators and analysts at the institute for value-based health care would conduct a cost analysis, which could be made available in the public domain.

With these approaches, the health care legislation governing the PCORI need not change, and the risk of defunding the PCORI would be averted. The resources for an institute for value-based health care could go farther because it need not fund the effectiveness part of many studies that would be relevant to health care professionals because those assessments will already have been funded by the PCORI. If such an approach proves feasible, perhaps this broader principle could be adopted: regardless of who funds the clinical research or where in the world it is conducted, it would be complemented by a cost analysis. This approach could apply to clinical trials funded by the National Institutes of Health, work performed by the US Preventive Services Task Force, or national coverage decisions made for the Medicare program—all of which ordinarily exclude cost considerations.

Many details would need to be resolved, but the world is truly flat when it comes to research. With cutbacks in health care being contemplated throughout the Western world, physicians and patients should be able to have fact-based conversations about value. But to make that possible, creative ways must be found to address the limitations placed on work funded by the PCORI. Incorporating the cost and value perspective is essential so that the work of the PCORI can be clinically relevant and optimally used by patients and physicians.
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In less than 2 years, all US citizens and legal US residents will have health insurance—except individuals who are willing to pay a penalty for not buying insurance. The United States is on the verge of joining the civilized world. Of course, this outcome will occur only if, among other things, the US Supreme Court does not rule that the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is unconstitutional, if US and state governments can enact the necessary policies and regulations, and if the health insurance exchanges required to implement the law will work. Whether a proponent or a critic of this law, most will agree with the undeniable fact that a new era in US medicine and US health care begins in less than 2 years.

The key question is what potential measures should be monitored to determine both anticipated and unanticipated effects of the new law on the health of the US population.

The first measure of the law’s success should be how much preventable mortality that is due to the health care system will be eliminated. Preventable mortality has many causes, ranging from personal behaviors to social determinants of health, to poor inpatient and outpatient care. Ways to assess preventable mortality have been available for many years. It is time to develop a national sampling frame of deaths and to determine, almost on a real-time basis, the proportion of an individual’s death that might have been prevented by better hospital care, better ambulatory care, or better personal behaviors. For example, a death from lung cancer in a patient who smoked could be attributed to smoking behavior, a stroke that occurred in a patient with inadequately controlled hypertension could be ascribed to poor ambulatory care, and an in hospital death from a central line infection could be attributed to poor hospital care. The goal of health care reform should be to drive the number and proportion of preventable deaths that are under the control of the medical care system (ie, deaths due to poor ambulatory or hospital care) as close to zero as possible. National baseline data regarding the numbers of preventable deaths are necessary to monitor the change in the preventable death rate over time.

The second measure of the law’s success should be how many preventable hospitalizations are avoided. The United States has a large number of avoidable hospital-
izations from ambulatory-sensitive conditions. The rate of avoidable hospitalization varies across the nation by geographic area (poor neighborhoods have higher rates). Examining the reason that a patient was admitted to the hospital—eg, uncontrolled diabetes or asthma—can help to determine whether the hospital admission could have been avoided with better outpatient care. Thus, the second goal of health care reform should be to drive the avoidable hospitalization rate from ambulatory-sensitive conditions to zero.

The third measure of the success of health care reform should be whether it increases to 100% the number of US residents who have access to a system of care. Loosely defined, this means that whether a patient needs emergency care, outpatient care, primary care, tertiary care, or an organ transplant, a coordinated system of care exists to ensure that the patient received the appropriate level of service and was able to access higher levels of medical care if needed. An organization that provides only emergency care without any arrangements for specific follow-up care does not represent a system of care. A health center that provides high-quality outpatient primary care but cannot arrange for subspecialty care or hospital care when needed is not a system of care. If a gynecologist needs to treat a woman with severe depression because she has no access to a mental health professional, she has no system of care. If the physician providing emergency care is not capable of reducing a complicated fracture but must attempt the reduction because no orthopedic surgeon is available, the patient with the fracture does not have a system of care.

This loose definition of a system of care does not require that a patient have a primary care gatekeeper or restricted access to a specialist. Rather, it requires that patients have a reasonable chance of receiving the level of care they need in a reasonably timely manner. Systems of care range from an accountable care organization to a health maintenance organization to the Veterans Affairs, but systems must be sufficiently organized, so patients with serious problems are not left to fend for themselves.

The fourth measure that can be used to monitor the health care reform act should be the cost of care divided by the number of individuals who are in a system of care. If health care reform is successful, the growth rate of health care costs for all US residents enrolled in a health care system should be reduced to the growth rate of the gross domestic product or less.

Other important variables could be assessed to monitor health reform, including years of life lost, disability-free years of life, functional health status, whether care is patient centered, or the appropriateness of surgery. However, concentrating on the 4 measures described in this article could help the nation to evaluate the facts and merits of this new health care system.

Implementation of health care reform may also have adverse or unpredictable consequences that should also be assessed and publicly reported. There are some concerns that health care organizations, nurses, and physicians will experience increased stress as more people access the health care system. Accordingly, part of monitoring
the success of health reform should be to measure the quality of how the workforce
is treated. If health workers are increasingly pressured to become more efficient and
productive, and this occurs in a manner that increases workplace injuries and stress,
then health reform will not succeed. If the goal is to eliminate preventable mortality in
patients, the number of workplace injuries in the health workforce needs to be reduced
to zero.

In addition, if the law is successfully implemented, then individuals without
insurance will include undocumented immigrants, some of whom have been living in
the United States for many years, as well as individuals who have elected not to enroll
in health care but instead pay a penalty. When an uninsured patient presents to an
emergency department or physician’s office, the physician will know that the patient
is either an undocumented individual or somebody who has chosen to pay the pen-
alty rather than pay for health insurance. How will that patient be treated? Until now,
many patients without insurance seeking care were employed US citizens who were
unable to acquire health insurance for medical or financial reasons. The law changes
this dynamic. The issue will become whether individuals without insurance will be
turned aside by health systems, including safety net systems such as county-run sys-
tems, or perhaps will be asked for payment before care is delivered. This possible effect
should be carefully monitored, and the health consequences of such actions should be
documented.

Moreover, in the United States, most of the large variation in life expectancy by
race, ethnicity, social class, or neighborhood is not under the control of the medical
system but rather is a consequence of the social determinants of health, such as acquir-
ing a good education or obtaining a job with a livable wage. All US citizens and legal
residents should celebrate that lack of insurance will no longer be a barrier to obtaining
needed medical care. However, because the health reform act absorbs energy, attention,
and resources, the mortality gradients in US society by race, ethnicity, and social class
may increase unless there are sustained investments in improving or eliminating those
social determinants (eg, adequate support for public education).

Physicians should commit to participating in thoughtful and transparent evalu-
ations of the new health law. As a beginning, baseline data should be collected and
made available so that in the future, when other necessary changes to the law occur
(health care legislation is never done), the evidence base for making those changes will
be much stronger. Meanwhile, all Americans should celebrate that lack of health insur-
ance in the United States will no longer be one of the causes of poor health.
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Electronic medical records are being implemented throughout the US health care system. Incentives for implementation are being partially paid for by the US taxpayer. To receive implementation incentives, clinicians must demonstrate meaningful use—that is, the electronic medical record must be used to improve quality and must satisfy certain indicators. What is missing from the definition of meaningful use is any direct measure of either value or cost. It is likely that introducing electronic medical records will improve quality on such dimensions as whether a vaccine is administered, measurement of blood pressure is taken, diabetes is better controlled, and admissions for poorly controlled diabetes are reduced. However, in most systems there are no measures built into electronic medical records to help physicians control cost or even to know the cost of the care that they are providing.

Other organizations use computers to improve the purchasing experience, cost, and value of consumer products. Anyone who has shopped online has been presented with multiple ways to judge the quality of the product being purchased. There are ways to compare a given product with other similar products along specific dimensions, and to see what individuals who purchased the product thought about it. The assumption is that this information can help a consumer decide whether the product is worth the cost. However, the consumer’s experience does not end with the description of the product’s quality or efforts to encourage purchase of a better-quality product. Invariably the site has an electronic “shopping cart” that not only lists all the products that the consumer has put in the cart but also shows the cost of each one, as well as the total cost of everything in the shopping cart. The cart’s total automatically updates whenever the cart’s content is changed. In essence, on Internet sites, meaningful use means giving information to the consumer about the quality and the cost of a product in real time.

In the United States, the primary purchaser of medical care is the individual clinician, whether that is a physician or a nurse practitioner. Practitioners can access many sources to determine the quality of a test or procedure, but real-time cost data are not available anywhere. In this context, cost means what a typical patient who is insured by a typical company or by the government would be expected to pay for a
given service. Cost includes both what the company or government paid and what the patient paid out of pocket. For example, if the insurance company paid the pharmacy $80 and the patient paid $8, the cost of this service is $88.

What if every time a practitioner used an electronic medical record system to order a procedure or test for a patient, an electronic shopping cart appeared, indicating how much that “purchase” would cost? What if at the end of the day the practitioner received a statement indicating precisely how much money he or she had ordered to be spent on behalf of patients? What would happen? Would anybody care? Some evidence suggests that providing this type of information to physicians may be helpful. For instance, in a study at one hospital, following the initiation of a weekly announcement informing the surgical house staff and attending physicians of the actual dollar amount charged to non–intensive care patients for laboratory services (ie, daily phlebotomy) ordered during the previous week, there were reductions in daily per-patient charges for laboratory services, with estimated cost savings of more than $50,000 over the course of the 11-week intervention.3

Perhaps the designers of computerized medical record systems should be advised that the records will be considered incomplete unless they contain information about the cost of the procedures, tests, or services that physicians are purchasing using the systems. How rapidly could the systems currently in use be modified to include such information? Perhaps it is time to begin making physicians and patients aware of what is being spent on a real-time basis, in a form with which they are comfortable.

Retail clinics,4 which provide care for a limited number of acute and preventive conditions, post prices for their services. Patients can see what it will cost them to get a flu vaccination or to be evaluated for a urinary tract infection. But clinicians must do better than retail clinics, or at least as well. It should be possible to keep a running total of the costs for everything that a physician orders. For instance, every time a physician admits a patient to the hospital and orders the nurses to obtain vital signs every hour, or to collect intake and output, or to get the patient out of bed and walk the patient for an hour, a cost could be put into the record and into the shopping cart. Any time a physician ordered a laboratory test or procedure, the total in the shopping cart would be updated.

Once awareness about the cost of care on a real-time basis becomes part of the culture of medicine, perhaps the information could be used to increase the value of care and to control costs. At the very least, the presence of such information would be a wake-up call to physicians and nurse practitioners, helping them to understand just how much money is being spent on behalf of patients. The content and total cost of the shopping carts could be shared with patients so that they saw not only the list of tests and procedures and their results, but also the costs of those services in real time.

Once the cost data are collected from these shopping carts, there are many ways to present and analyze them. For example, it might be useful to compare physicians on the same clinic schedule, inpatient rotation, or in similar office practice settings. Such
a comparison need not adjust for every difference in patient mix. Rather the purpose would be to develop a general picture of cost trends and spending patterns. Presenting the information in this way could produce a learning environment in which data could be used efficiently and effectively, potentially changing the production of value-based medicine.

On commercial websites, consumers are given incentives to purchase other products. For example, “Customers who bought this product also bought . . . ” Or “Free shipping for purchases over $50.” Such an approach might be adapted for the medical shopping cart. Analytical tools could be developed that assess the content of the shopping cart and suggest a different mix of services that would save X numbers of dollars or advise the physician “consumer” that 30 minutes of nursing time could be saved on an inpatient ward if care orders were modified in the following way. Such tools might indicate that efforts to reduce the total cost of a laboratory package should focus on a subset of 10 tests because they make up 90% of the cost as opposed to the other 80 tests that only make up 10% of the cost.

Consumers making Internet purchases are given multiple opportunities to consider whether they want to purchase a given product for a specified amount. The orders that physicians write cause patients and insurance companies to spend money, but physicians have no information about how much they have spent, how they might change the amount of money spent, or how they might provide a more cost-effective mix of services. The current system effectively shields physicians from cost information and hence prevents them from asking these kinds of questions. Maybe physicians should need to click twice instead of just once before placing an order just to increase the likelihood that the patient needs that service or test. Can health care learn from commercial Internet sites and translate the lessons into meaningful use criteria for medical records?

Any airline’s site allows potential customers to search not just by schedule but by cost and schedule, and to narrow the schedule choices based on what the customer is willing or able to pay for a ticket. Changing the context to health care, does making a diagnosis in 3 weeks cost 3 times as much money as making the diagnosis in 4 weeks? If physicians and patients knew that it did, would they choose to change the time schedule for making the diagnosis in order to reduce costs?

Providing physicians with cost data in real time automatically as a part of the electronic medical record could make them better purchasers for their patients and provide better value. Given that patients in the future are likely to spend even more money out of their own pockets for premiums and the care they receive, increased attention to value may also increase patient satisfaction and enhance the likelihood that they will purchase only care that will improve their health.
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More than 40 years ago, Margaret (Maggie) Mahoney,* who was at that time a staff member at the Carnegie Corporation, had a series of meetings with distinguished professors of medicine, including John Beck of McGill, Julie Krevans of Johns Hopkins, James Wyngaarden of Duke, Austin Weinberger of Case, Hal Holman of Stanford, and Oliver Cope of Harvard. The purpose of these meetings was to address fundamental issues regarding the training of the future physician leaders of the United States. In the early 1960s, the emphasis on basic science training for physicians was entering a period of heightened intensity. The future of medicine was seen as tied directly to success in the wet laboratory. However, at the same time these stalwarts of American medicine and a young program officer at the Carnegie Corporation were discussing the need to produce a different kind of physician leader. These leaders would be trained in an emerging set of skills, including health policy analysis and health services research. These leaders entertained concepts that clearly were not part of wet bench medicine—for example, perhaps the purpose of treating patients should be to improve their functional status or health status, and thus physicians needed to be leaders in measuring health status and function. Perhaps measuring and improving quality of care was important. Perhaps one should explore and develop a host of new statistical and epidemiologic techniques to assess how they might be used in clinical medicine.1,2,3

The truly revolutionary aspect of these meetings was the desire to integrate population health and personal health. Before the meetings occurred, a physician interested in improving the health of a population or understanding something about how culture affected patient care and how that, in turn, affected health would normally depart for a school of public health after completing clinical training.4 At places like Hopkins, the street that separated the School of Public Health from the School of Medicine was as broad as the DMZ separating North and South Korea. Everything one learned in clinical medicine, as well as the symbolic white coat and the stethoscope, was simply not acceptable in the School of Public Health. These leaders had a different vision. They

* Maggie Mahoney died on December 22, 2011.
believed that physicians could work in both clinical medicine and population health. To make this vision a reality meant defining a new field. Margaret Mahoney convinced the Carnegie Corporation and the Commonwealth Foundation to fund what would become the Clinical Scholars Program, thereby changing the face of medicine forever. She subsequently moved with the program to the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, where she was the visionary who persuaded the foundation and each of its presidents to sustain funding of the Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Program. It may be the longest ongoing training program ever funded by a foundation.

The Foundation’s support has continued without interruptions to this day, and the more than 1200 physicians who have gone through the Clinical Scholars Program have become the leaders of American medicine. They have held positions in government ranging from Surgeon General to Assistant Secretary. Some head state health departments or lead organizations such as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations. Many are in academic departments including deans of both schools of medicine and schools of public health. The scope of their presence and influence cannot be overestimated. Indeed, it is hard to imagine modern American medicine without the leaders produced by the Clinical Scholars Program.

Due to the efforts of this new kind of physician, fields were redefined and new fields, such as measuring health status and quality of care and understanding how healthcare policies affect patient outcomes, were opened up. But the vision also included having these physicians remain active clinicians, and graduates of these programs, who assumed jobs ranging from foundation presidents to assistant secretaries in HHS, still manage to provide patient care in free clinics or make hospital rounds. In essence, Maggie Mahoney and the leaders with whom she met and who shared her vision, changed the culture of medicine. The walls between schools of public health and medical schools were torn down. Population health and the delivery of clinical services were no longer incompatible. Methodologies used in the social science became methodologies used in the clinical sciences. These new physician leaders who became accepted in both camps actually helped to merge the camps into one vision of health and health care for all.

But changing physician education requires more than a vision. For many of the past 40 years, Annie Lee Shuster, a program officer at The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, used every skill in her armamentarium to convince the RWJ Foundation—its staff, its board, and its presidents as well as leaders of the Veterans Administration—to maintain the vitality of the Clinical Scholars Program. As a consequence, over those decades an extraordinarily diverse group of people has continued to allocate both financial and intellectual support for the Program. The results of this happy marriage of vision and persistence are many of the physician leaders of American medicine today.

Is there now an equally important change in physician education that needs to occur? The Internet and smartphones have changed the way we purchase consumer goods; crowd sourcing has changed the way ideas are vetted; and people organize to
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improve our products and services and even bring down governments. Social media has changed the way we find mates, choose hotels, and decide whether to try that new, pricy, restaurant. Communication has become 24/7. However, to a large degree, medicine both does not take advantage of and has not kept up with this instant feedback, always connected world. Medical education still focuses on what a physician does in face-to-face contact with the patient. Office visits and hospital rounds still dominate the culture of American medicine. Indeed, physicians still ask if it is acceptable for patients to contact their physician by e-mail, if a physician who is covering for another physician should provide the same quality of care for patients who are not hers as she does for her own, or whether physicians have any responsibility for following up on patients after they are out of sight—e.g., after they have been discharged from a hospital or been seen in the outpatient setting.

Perhaps it is time to ask a different set of questions. Should main-stream medical care be expanded beyond bankers’ hours, following the basic pattern of retail stores and internet sites? Should patients play a more prominent role in managing their health? For example, instead of requiring patients to ask for their x-ray or lab results, perhaps they should be responsible for maintaining these records, producing them as needed for care. Should patients have more control of their health care? For example, why can’t they get their blood pressure checked by using a machine in any drug store and then refill their prescription without contacting any doctor? Should patients be able to have blood drawn and have the results sent directly to them so that they can monitor their own illness? In short, how do we transform the vision of medicine from one in which physicians control the process, regulations dominate the playing field, and care is delivered at the convenience of health professionals to one in which patients are truly at the center?

Many small companies and physician entrepreneurs are tinkering with or investing seriously in producing a paradigm shift in the way care is delivered. In the new paradigm, the patient, not the physician, would be at the center of the universe. That shift would have enormous consequences, system-wide. For example, if the patient, not the doctor, were at the center of the universe, patients would not leave the hospital without an electronic copy of their records and all test results, written or printed in a manner they could understand and use to ensure that continuity of care became a reality. No patient who was discharged from the hospital and urgently needed physical therapy would need to wait days or weeks, watching themselves deteriorate, if they could arrange therapy immediately without waiting for somebody in authority to approve it.

The doctor of the future will need to partner with the patient in facilitating care and maintaining health. In this new world, a visit to a physician might be seen as a failure just as Internet providers believe that a visit to a store is a failure. Perhaps in 20 years, seeing a physician will represent a failure rather than a revenue-generating event. Wouldn’t it be nice if the education of physicians were guided not by how many hours need to be spent in the hospital or in outpatient care, but rather by what physi-
cians need to do to reduce dramatically these activities by helping people improve and maintain health?

The need to prepare doctors for this paradigm shift is urgent. Forty years ago, nobody thought the Clinical Scholars Program would succeed; paradigms, as Maggie Mahoney demonstrated, can be changed.
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Journals report evaluations of ideas or interventions intended to improve health care. For example, one article evaluated whether paying hospitals and physicians a bit extra for performance reduced mortality rates.\(^1\) Another examined whether care coordination reduced hospitalization.\(^2\) Others include a meta-analysis of whether the implementation of electronic medical records affects quality or cost,\(^3\) an assessment of how free care in a chaotic medical system changes health status,\(^4\) and an examination of whether a medical home that includes only technical management of a chronic disease improves the quality of care given to disadvantaged patients.\(^5\)

These evaluations employ rigorous designs and sophisticated statistical methods; they take years to complete and publish. Very often, they yield negative results that can lead to dismissals of policies as ineffective. For example, pay-for-performance does not reduce mortality.\(^1\) Discharge planning does not change readmission rates. Implementing electronic medical records neither saves money nor improves quality.\(^3\) Changing the organization of practice to a medical home does not improve the quality of care for patients with diabetes.\(^5\)

But let’s consider for a moment. If we don’t pay for performance, do we want to pay for non-performance? Does it make sense to provide no care coordination for people with chronic diseases? Does it make sense to provide chronic care in an uncoordinated fashion in which no one is in charge?

Any rational individual would answer no to these questions. So why is there a disconnect between basic common sense and the results of program evaluations? Perhaps it’s because the policies being evaluated are too cautious to affect outcomes.

There are two basic approaches to developing health policies. The first, which is cautious and careful (a small idea and a small intervention or even a big idea and a small intervention), is more likely to be tested and implemented because institutions and professionals will not be threatened by the magnitude of the change. But this approach runs the risk of discrediting the concept that is being tested because what is being implemented is too limited, circumscribed, or piecemeal. For example, pay-for-performance (a big idea) that puts a small portion of provider compensation at risk (a small intervention), or electronic medical records (a big idea) that are implemented without a universal patient ID that can be accessed across platforms (a small interven-
tion), will be less likely to improve either quality or reduce costs than those interventions that put 50% of compensation at risk or require a universal patient ID.

The second approach is disruptive and daring (big idea and big intervention). It can adequately test a concept, but the concept may be dismissed as infeasible (see Text Box.) What would society and physicians propose and accept if they were allowed to be creative and contravening regulations were set aside?

What if every patient with chronic disease who was discharged from the hospital had free access to their medications, the guidance of a health provider or community member who coached them daily to make sure they were doing the right things to stay out of the hospital, and access to a community online network of at least ten people who were paid to ensure that the patient never needed to be readmitted or never missed filling a prescription?

**What If?**

1. All communities had a health plan that promoted an environment in which all people could thrive and a totally integrated set of social and health services to aid people in need.
2. Competency in understanding how health is produced was required of all graduates of junior and senior high school.
3. Educational and health policies were replaced with people policies that targeted the interaction between health and education as the way to improve a community’s health. For example, improving educational outcomes by decreasing class size would be considered simultaneously with providing cognitive behavioral therapy to decrease stress produced by violence so that children will learn.
4. Most face-to-face physician visits were considered a failure of communication and technology, and such visits were replaced by video encounters, encounters with computers and people in the community, or self-directed care.
5. Global licensure of health professionals became a reality.
6. Medical expertise was shared so that by means of broadband/internet all people had immediate access, when needed, to world experts—without boarding a plane.
7. Obituaries contained information on whether the death could have been prevented by better medical care and/or whether the death was a good death (met expectations about growth, pain, and suffering).
8. Academic health centers put patients first and master clinician/teachers became the leaders of the institutions.
9. Expensive equipment was widely shared so that it could be used up before becoming medically obsolete.
10. Men and women understood the impact of an unplanned pregnancy on their lives, and if desired, received help in ensuring that all pregnancies are planned.
Why not test ideas and interventions that do them justice, such as those in the text box, that are actually worth evaluating because their potential effect could be substantial? For example, they will reduce cost growth not by 1%, but by 15%. They will extend quality-adjusted life not by days, but by a year. If the effect sizes were this large, one would not need sophisticated statistical analyses to prove that they were produced by the intervention. Simple evaluations would be all that was required.

If the intervention showed no obvious large effect, it could be discarded and the conceptual framework upon which it was based could be set aside. On the other hand, if powerful interventions showed the desired effects, then they could be made more efficient, and regulations could be revised to support these changes. That being said, it should be acknowledged that the success of even big interventions will likely depend on the circumstances or context in which they were implemented.

Currently, sophisticated analyses, understood by few, are being used to identify small positive effects. Those effects are probably also dependent on the context or site in which they were implemented and may not be reproducible.

Making marginal change wastes time, and the crisis facing the U.S. health system requires more than marginal change. We need to de-emphasize the current paradigm of examining interventions that we know will, at best, result in little change, and stop spending years trying to determine if the little impact is real. We need to stop wasting resources trying to implement minor interventions so that ten years later, a complicated statistical analysis will demonstrate a small effect that was significant at p<0.05.

Here is an alternative approach. The country should be divided into geographic areas defined by the density of the population and ranging from a few hundred thousand individuals to a few million. Each year we would devote 2 to 3% of U.S. health care expenditures in a few geographic areas to bold interventions designed to eliminate most of the major health problems identified in that area. The interventions would need to be supported by professionals and the community, and by both the public and private sectors.

The interventions would need to be culturally appropriate and ethically impeccable. If simple statistics demonstrated that a specific intervention met expectations, then a communication strategy employing mainstream and social media would be used to spread the news quickly to the world and to implement the intervention broadly. Of course, in doing this, one should not ignore the context in which the intervention was implemented and the context or circumstances to which the intervention was being spread. Even big ideas and big interventions need to be modified depending on context. For instance, large pay-for-performance incentives to increase the value of care given to people with chronic disease may not work in a community in which physician supply is so limited that physicians can only respond to emergencies.

Disruptive innovations are very risky—most fail—so they are less likely to be funded. But the Federal government and foundations need to focus on funding inter-
ventions that can produce substantial, meaningful results rather than on those that are faster to implement or less likely to fail.

Let’s demand that we spend our intellectual capital and our limited resources on taking a real shot at eliminating the major problems that face us. For example, what would happen if a community and its health professionals formed an organization whose purpose was to maintain health and prevent premature death at an affordable cost? Would the community demand that equivocal and inappropriate care be eliminated? Would the community agree to end malpractice suits if evidence-based medicine were followed? Would the community agree to the goal of achieving 100% adherence to evidence-based medications and preventative services?

What would health professionals put on the table? Would they agree to allow a significant part of their compensation to be determined by the community? Would they agree to total transparency? Would they agree to involving the community as an equal partner in improving quality and eliminating waste, defined as services that are provided inefficiently or those that entail more potential health risk than health benefit?

Would this kind of conversation lead to a new system of delivering care and maintaining health that leapfrogs today’s concept of affordable care organizations? Let’s try to bequeath to our grandchildren a world in which we have identified and implemented a set of culturally sensitive, ethically appropriate interventions that harness the enormous advances in medicine achieved in the last century—that control costs and eliminate obesity, unplanned pregnancies, and avoidable readmissions for patients with chronic disease.

We face immense problems in health; solutions to them need to be commensurately big. Government and foundation money should be used to test and develop bold solutions. It should not be wasted on one more program that, at best, is expected to have a small impact.
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